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Executive Summary 

1 Status of Resettlement Plan  

Wuwei County Wucheng Water Environment (Wuwei Section of Xi River) Integrated 

Improvement Subproject (the Subproject) is one of the sub-projects of Asian 

Development Bank Loan Comprehensive Treatment of Anhui Chao Lake Environmental 

Rehabilitation Project. By sustainable project and non-project plans and measures, this 

project can improve the water quality of Chaohu and make the residents living and 

working around Chaohu benefit from well-being, health and economy, which is very 

significant for improving the water quality of Chaohu basin.  

The land acquisition and resettlement will cover three village groups (Ren Village 

group, Peng Village group and Zhanglao Village group) of Zhangmiao Village in Fudu 

Town. The Subproject will commence in 2013 and totally complete in 2014. Accordingly, 

the land acquisition, compensation and resettlement of the Subproject will start in 

December 2012 and end in April 2013.  

2 Land occupation and housing demolition  

The subproject will affected Ren village group, Peng village group and Zhanglao village 

group of Zhangmiao Village. A total of 50 mu collective land will be acquired permanently. 

Because the sewage network will be mainly laid along the existing roads, the Subproject 

will only occupy 120.5 mu state-owned land temporarily during 

Subprojectimplementation. Meanwhile, the Subproject will demolish 1408 ㎡ rural 

residential housing and 352 ㎡ non residential housing, which are temporary sheds of 

simple structures. A total of 25 households with 109 persons will be affected by the 

Subproject. The main resettlement impacts are summarized in the table below. 

Item Unit Quantity 

Permanent Collective 

land acquisition 

Collective land mu 50 

including: cultivated 

land 
mu 19 

Demolition of residential house ㎡ 1408 

Demolition of non-residential house ㎡ 352 

Directly affected persons 

affected by LA only 
Household  15 

Person  72 

affected by HD only 
Household  8 

Person  28 

affected by LA & HD 
Household  2 

Person  9 

Total 
Household  25 

Person  109 

3 Policy framework and entitlements  

During the project feasibility study, full consultation has been made in respect of site 

selection, affected village groups and resettlement to avoid or reduce the adverse 

influence in this respect. 
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With the comparison of the project, the optimal scheme has been selected.  

The Resettlement Plan is formulated in accordance with the Land Law of the 

People’s Republic of China (2004), Notice on Strengthening Reform to Strict Land 

Management Promulgated by State Council (No.: GF [2004]28), relevant Anhui 

Provincial policies, Involuntary Resettlement requirements of the Asian Development 

Bank Safeguard Policy Statement (2009). 

On the basis of the above policies and the negotiation with the local government and 

affected residents, the requirements for the Resettlement Plan are as follows: 1) 

Involuntary resettlement should be avoided where feasible, 2) The APs are granted 

compensation and rights that can at least maintain or even improve their livelihoods 

in the absence of the project, 3) The APs are given compensation and assistance in 

resettlement whether legal title is available or not, 4)If the land available to everyone 

is insufficient to maintain his/her livelihood, replacement in cash or in kind and other 

income-generating activities are provided for the lost land, 5) The APs fully 

understand their entitlements, the method and standard of compensation, the 

livelihood and income restoration plan, and the project schedule, and participate in 

the implementation of the Resettlement Plan, 6) The executing agency and an 

independent agency / third party should monitor the compensation, relocation and 

resettlement operations, 7) Vulnerable groups are provided special assistance or 

treatment so that they lead a better life, and all APs should have an opportunity to 

benefit from the project, At least two members of each AH receive skills training, 

including at least one woman, 8) The RP is consistent with the master plans of the 

affected city (district/county) and township, 9)The resettlement expenses are 

sufficient to cover all affected aspects. 

4 Resettlement strategy 

As for permanent land acquisition, the compensation will include land compensation 

fee, resettlement subsidy and compensation for young crops. The Average Annual 

Output Value (AAOV) of the affected county- Wuwei County is 1,400 Yuan/mu, and 

compensation times 22 respectively (7 times for land compensation fee, 15 times for 

resettlement subsidy. Therefore, the compensation for land acquisition is 30,800 

Yuan/Mu.  

The resettlement and income-recovering measures will include cash compensation, 

endowment insurance for landless farmers, technical training and preferential 

employment of project, etc. Permanent land acquisition is mainly caused by the 

construction of the wastewater treatment plant, which will exert a slight impact on daily 

agricultural production based on statistic analysis. In the Zhangmiao Community, 

through consultation with the APs, all compensation fees for land acquisition will be paid 

to APs.  

For APs with a cultivated land less than 0.3 mu per capita, they could choose 

endowment insurance voluntarily. And if they chose endowment insurance, the land 

acquisition compensation will be used as follows: 66.23% (i.e. 20400Yuan/mu) of land 
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acquisition compensation shall be paid to APs directly in cash and the rest 33.77% (i.e. 

10400Yuan/mu) shall be used for endowment insurance of landless farmers, which will 

be transferred to the exclusive financial account in a unified way. APs shall receive a 

pension no less than 80 Yuan per capita- month when attaining the age of 55 years for 

women or 60 years for men.  

Ground attachment and young crop compensation will be paid to the owners. After 

compensation, the affected farmers will use compensation for land reclamation and 

extended reproduction of family sideline production. In addition, Wuwei PMO will 

organize the civil administration departments of all the affected counties and towns to set 

up special funds for vulnerable groups in this respect.  

5 Public participation and information disclosure  

By various means, such as meeting, interview, group discussion of villagers, 

public-participating meeting and community negotiation, all the affected residents 

(including 30% of women) has been explained key contents of the Resettlement Plan. 

Through the above activities, resettlements are involved in the project and their opinions 

are taken into full account. The resettlement information booklet, together with draft 

Resettlement Plan has been distributed to the affected persons or village groups by the 

end of April, 2012, and the Resettlement Plan will be posted on the website of the Asian 

Development Bank prior to the end of June, 2012. The appeal channel has been set up, 

so each agency will deal with appeals and complaints free of charge, and the reasonable 

expenses will be deducted from the contingency cost. 

6 Grievance Redress 

The establishment of grievance redress mechanism to settle appeal program, 

dispute of compensation and other resettlement interests is to respond to the complaints 

from the affected residents timely and transparently in connection with collective land 

acquisition and temporary land occupancy. Therefore, Wuwei PMO, WUDIC, Wuwei 

Development and Reform Commission and the affected township government and 

Village Committees will be responsible for coordinating and dealing with complaints 

during the process of relocation. Affected persons can make any complaint about 

resettlement, including compensation standards, etc.  

7 Organizations  

In March 2012, the PMO was transferred from Anhui Provincial Government and 

PDRC to the Chao Lake Management Authority (CLMA).The CLMA, will be the 

executive body of the whole project; WUDIC will be responsible for the implementation of 

the subproject; WUDIC and township government will be responsible for the 

implementation of Resettlement Plan.  

8 Monitoring, evaluation and report  

In order to ensure the successful implementation of this RP, resettlement 

implementation will be subject to internal and external monitoring. The internal 

monitoring agencies are the CLMA Wuwei PMO, WUDIC and other departments 
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concerned (e.g., Wuwei land and resources bureau and towns), and an internal 

monitoring report will be submitted to ADB semiannually. CLMA will appoint an 

independent agency to conduct external monitoring and evaluation (M&E) semiannually, 

and M&E costs will be included in the resettlement budget. 

9 Cost estimate of resettlement 

The land acquisition and resettlement cost will be included in the overall budget of 

the project. Based on the price of October, 2011, the total resettlement costs are RMB 

5,325,300, including basic cost of land acquisition, relevant taxes and contingencies, 

accounting for 4.14% of the total project costs. 
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Glossary 

 

Affected 

person (or 

household) 

People (households) affected by project-related changes in use of land, 

water or other natural resources 

 
 

Compensation 
Money or payment in kind to which the people affected are entitled in 

order to replace the lost asset, resource or income 

 
 

Entitlement 

Range of measures comprising compensation, income restoration, 

transfer assistance, income substitution, and relocation which are due to 

affected people, depending on the nature of their losses, to restore their 

economic and social base 

 
 

Income 

restoration 

Reestablishing income sources and livelihoods of people affected 

 
 

Resettlement 
Rebuilding housing, assets, including productive land, and public 

infrastructure in another location 

 
 

Resettlement 

impact 

Loss of physical and non-physical assets, including homes, communities, 

productive land, income-earning assets and sources, subsistence, 

resources, cultural sites, social structures, networks and ties, cultural 

identity, and mutual help mechanisms 

 
 

Resettlement 

plan 

A time-bound action plan with budget setting out resettlement strategy, 

objectives, entitlement, actions, responsibilities, monitoring and 

evaluation 

 
 

Vulnerable 

group 

Distinct groups of people who might suffer disproportionately from 

resettlement impacts, include the disabled, five-guarantee households, 

female-headed households, low-income people and ethnic minorities 
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1 Project Overview 

1.1 Project background and description  

1.1.1 Project background  

Since 1990, Chaohu Lake has absorbed nutrient substances in huge quantities, 

which leads to the generation of seasonal algae bloom, and caused severe damages to 

drinking water and has reduced fish resources. Due to relatively poor and imperfect 

infrastructure and imperfect environmental management, the untreated or partially treated 

sewage has been directly discharged into the surrounding rivers and streams of Chaohu 

River Reach, leading to the worsening of water quality, which has greatly impaired its 

function of water supply, fishery centre and main city entertainment.  

To prevent the water quality from deteriorating and meet the requirements of public 

health and sustainable development of economy, the Asian Development Bank plans to 

provide 250 million US dollars for the People‘s Republic of China for the comprehensive 

treatment of Anhui Chao Lake Environmental Rehabilitation Project. Wuwei County 

Wucheng Water Environment (Wuwei Section of Xi River) Integrated Improvement 

Subproject is one of Anhui Chao Lake Environmental Rehabilitation Project funded by 

Asian Development Bank. 

1.1.2 Project content and resettlement identification  

The main construction content of the Subproject is the construction of wastewater 

treatment plant in the east of Wuwei City, which is proposed to be constructed in 

Zhangmiao Village of Fudu Town of Wuwei County.  

According to the preliminary impact identification, the project will involve in land 

acquisition and temporary land occupation. The identification of resettlement impacts by 

wastewater treatment plant and sewage network can be referred to Table 1-1 for details.  

The preparation of the resettlement plan is based on feasibility study report. In case 

of any change of project design and consequent significant change of resettlement during 

preliminary design phase or project implementation, the RP will be updated accordingly. 

Table 1-1 Contents of the Subproject and identification of resettlement impacts 

N

o. 

Project 

contents 

Specific 

constructio

n contents 

Length 
Land 

Occupation 
Specific location( or tend) 

Main resettlement 

impact 

11 

Wuwei 

wastewat

er 

treatment 

plant 

Wastewater 

treatment 

plant 

/ 50 mu 
Zhangmiao Village of Fudu 

Town, of Wuwei County  

17 households with 

81 persons in 3 

village groups in 

Zhangmiao Village 

will be affected 

sewage 

network 
45.3km / 

Sewage network is mainly 

distributed in south of the 

city and east of the city, 

paved along Yadi Ave., 

Dongmenwai street, Fudu 

road and Fudong road.  

Paved along the road 

completed and use 

pipe-jacking 

construction method, 

without the 

resettlement impacts 
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1.1.3 Overview of resettlement impacts 

The resettlement impacts of the Subproject are mainly land acquisition, housing 

demolition and resettlement. The impacts of land acquisition of the Subproject  involves 3 

village groups ( Ren Village group, Peng Village group and Zhanglao Village group) of 

Zhangmiao Village of Fudu Town of Wuwei County, the total of 50 mu  collective land will 

be acquired permanently, including 19 mu cultivated land, 21 mu unused land and 10 mu 

barren beaches, affecting 17 households with 81 persons. A total of 1408 ㎡ residential 

housing and  352 ㎡  non-residential housing, simple temporary building, will be 

demolished, affecting 10 households with 37 persons. The Subproject will occupy 120.5 

mu land temporarily by sewage network construction, which are all existing state-owned 

roads, and no resettlement will be in involved. The expenses recovering road surface and 

pavement of sewage network construction will be included in the Subproject engineering 

cost.  

1.2 Social and economic benefits  

The Subproject will produce no direct social benefits, so the main social and 

economic benefits will be indirect benefits of environment improvements, which will be 

produced by reducing economic losses of water pollution to society, and the benefits are 

listed below: 

(1) After the completion of the sewage treatment system, it will greatly reduce the 

pollution of the surface water and underground water in the urban area to ensure water 

supply to production, life, agriculture and fishery, and maintain the sustainable 

development of the economy.  

(2) It will improve the living conditions and landscape level of Wuwei and promote the 

development of tourism and leisure time nearby after environmental improvement.  

(3) It will prevent water source from polluting, reduce expenses of water treatment 

and infrastructure due to pollution (reduction during treatment and adverse water source 

avoidance, for instance).  

(4) It will improve water quality, reduce organism concentration, increase dissolved 

oxygen, avoid aquatic products, animal products and underproduction of food crops and 

ensure the development of agriculture, animal husbandry and fishery.  

(5) Water pollution can increase the disease incidence and health expenditure and 

decrease labor productivity while pollution treatment can protect the health of human 

beings and decrease health expenditure.  

1.3 Estimate of resettlement investment and implementation plan  

The total investment of the project will be RMB 115,098,200. The preliminary 

planning of construction funds will be from the following sources, namely, the Asian 

Development Bank and collection of project entity. The total cost estimate of land 
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acquisition and resettlement will be RMB 5,325,300, accounting for 4.55% of the total 

project investment, which will be totally domestic funds. The total construction period will 

be 2 years. As per the project implementation plan, the implementation plan of 

resettlement will begin in December 2012 and be completed in April 2013. 
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2 Project Impact 

2.1 Measures for avoiding or minimizing land acquisition 

2.1.1 Project design and site selection principle  

During the engineering design, the minimal land acquisition should be taken into 

consideration. The main principles are as follows: 

 Avoid or minimize occupancy of existing and plan residential housing;  

 Avoid or minimize occupancy of high-quality farmland;  

 Apply existing national and local roads into the planned construction site;  

 Avoid or minimize the occupancy of environment-sensitive area.  

2.1.2 Comparison and selection of project scheme  

During the project design, by means of repeated field survey of project area, the 

project design scheme should be constantly optimized. The negative impact of project 

construction should be minimized—especially the number of APs, provided that the 

original engineering objective is ensured. Therefore, the amount of land acquisition and 

building demolition will be minimized (refer to Table 2-1).  

Table 2-1 Project comparison and selection scheme 

Scheme  

Location description 

and measures relieving 

impact 

Before optimization  After optimization Different values 

Perman

ent land 

acquisiti

on  

Tempor

ary land 

occupati

on 

Permane

nt land 

acquisitio

n  

Tempor

ary land 

occupati

on 

Perman

ent land 

acquisiti

on  

Tempor

ary land 

occupati

on 

mu mu mu mu mu mu 

Sewage 

network 

Pave sewer along the 

existing roads, not 

involving land 

acquisition and 

demolition  

0 167.3 0 120.5 0 46.8 

Wastew

ater 

treatmen

t plant  

Optimize general plane 

layout 
55 0 50.0 0 5 0 

2.2 Survey scope of land acquisition impact  

The resettlement impacts of the Subproject are mainly from collective land acquisition 

and some housing demolition, etc. The Subproject will affect three village groups of Ren 

Village group, Peng Village group and Zhanglao Village group in Zhangmiao of Fudu 

Town. The total of 50 mu  collective land will be acquired permanently, including 19 mu 

cultivated land, 21 mu unused land and 10 mu barren beaches, affecting 17 households 

with 81 persons. A total of 1408 ㎡ residential housing and  352 ㎡ non-residential 

housing, simple temporary building, will be demolished, affecting 10 households with 37 
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person. Among persons affected by housing demolition, 2 households with 9 persons will 

also be affected by land acquisition. Therefore, a total 25 households with 109 persons 

will be affected by the Subproject. 

Project resettlement impacts and investigation scope refer to table 2-2 for details. 

Table 2-2 Project Impact Scope 

No. Village/community Village group AHs APs 

Impact of land 

acquisition of Wuwei 

wastewater treatment 

plant 

Zhangmiao village, 

Fudu Town 
Ren village 6 28 

Zhangmiao village, 

Fudu Town 
Peng Village 6 26 

Zhangmiao village, 

Fudu Town 
Zhanglao village 5 27 

Total 17 81 

The impact of housing 

demolition of Wuwei 

wastewater treatment 

plant 

Zhangmiao village, 

Fudu Town 
Ren village 

2 5 

Zhangmiao village, 

Fudu Town 
Peng village 

3 8 

Zhangmiao village, 

Fudu Town 
Zhanglao village 

5 24 

Total 10 37 

2.3 Survey method and process 

On July 2011, Wuwei PMO entrusted Anhui Engineering Consulting Services Co., Ltd. 

with the preparation of Proposal on the Subproject, and obtained the approval of Anhui 

Development and Reform Commission.  

On August 2011, according to the requirements of the Asian Development Bank and 

assisted by affected villages and villagers, the engineering technicians from Anhui 

Engineering Exploration Design Institute carried out preliminary study of the resettlement 

impact within the project area to be familiar with resettlement impact.  

From October 2011 to November 2011, the investigation team from Hefei Design 

Research Institute for Coal Industry carried out a general investigation of the 

corresponding social and economic status and project resettlement impact according to 

the feasibility study report. Meanwhile, sampling investigation was carried out to the social 

and economic circumstances (40% of sampling percentage), whose contents mainly 

include family population, impact of land acquisition, economic position of family and 

resettlement desire, etc. During the process, the investigation team also listened to the 

opinions of Village Committee and villages in respect of land acquisition, and resettlement, 

and carried out extensive consultation.  

From November 2011 to January 2012, based on project feasibility study, survey data 

and public participation, the Resettlement Plan was prepared. The resettlement plan has 

analyzed and evaluated resettlement impacts and risks and put forward preliminary 

remedies. This RP will be finalized on the basis of the detailed design in October 2012, 

and the final RP will serve as the basis of resettlement implementation  
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During the investigation, investigators also listened to the desire of Village Committee 

and villagers in respect of land acquisition and resettlement method, and consultations 

were carried out as well. Through communication and consultation, the main findings are 

listed below:  

1) Almost all the villagers know that the project is to be constructed soon and 

expresses their support to the project.  

 2) The project mainly covers permanent acquisition of collective land, not housing 

demolition. Meanwhile, the project will cover the impact of infrastructure and ground 

attachment.  

3) Almost all the affected persons believe that land acquisition will exert a slight 

impact. After land acquisition, they can continue to cultivate the remaining land and prefer 

to cash compensation.  

4) The compensation should be paid immediately and transparently, and intermediate 

links should be minimized.  

5) There are no ethnic minorities in the Project area.  

2.4 Permanent land acquisition and impact analysis 

2.4.1 Permanent acquisition of collective land  

The Subproject will acquire 50 mu collective land, including 19 mu cultivated land, 21 

mu unused land and 10 mu barren beaches. The land acquisition will affect 17 households 

with 81 persons. The collective land acquisition refer to table 2-3 for details 

Table 2-3 Permanent collective land acquisition 

Town 

Adminis

trative 

village 

village 

group 

Land acquisition (Mu) Affected Population  

Subtotal Dry land 
Unused 

land  

Barren 

beaches 
AHs APs 

Fudu 
Zhang

miao  

Ren 

village 
13.77 5.88 6.54 1.35 6 28 

Peng 

village 
16.87 5.33 6.14 5.40 6 26 

Zhanglao 

village 
19.36 7.79 8.32 3.25 5 27 

Total 50 19 21 10 17 81 

Proportion 100% 38.0% 42.0% 20.0% / / 

2.4.2 Impact analysis to collective land acquisition 

The acquisition of rural collective land will affect three village groups of Ren Village 

group, Peng Village group and Zhanglao Village group in Zhangmiao of Fudu Town. The 

cultivated land of the households affected by land acquisition before acquisition is 102.05 

Mu, and the Subproject will acquires 19 mu cultivated land. In terms of village groups (Ren 

Village group, Peng Village group and Zhanglao Village group), the proportion of 

cultivated land loss of the affected households by land acquisition are 15.44%, 15.85% 

and 25.65% respectively, and the proportion of average cultivated land loss is 18.98%. 
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The analysis of cultivated land loss of the affected households by land acquisition can 

be referred to Table 2-4 for details.  

Table 2-4 Analysis of cultivated land loss of the Affected Households by land acquisition 

Village Group  

APs 

Current 

cultivated 

land  

Cultivated 

land 

acquired  

Proportion 

acquired  

Household Person Female  
Labor 

force 
mu mu % 

Zhangmiao 

Ren 

village 
6 28 13 19 38.06 5.88 15.44 

Peng 

village 
6 26 14 12 33.62 5.33 15.85 

Zhanglao 5 27 16 14 30.37 7.79 25.65 

 Total 17 81 43 45 102.05 19 18.98 

The land acquisition of the Subproject will affected 17 households with 81 persons. 

For these 17 affected households, the average land loss rate is 18.98%...Of which, 

17.65% AHs (3 households) have a land loss rate less than 10%; 82.35% AHs (14 

households) have affected land loss rate from 10% to 30%,. There are no farmers losing 

all their lands. Different land acquisition proportions refer to table 2-5 for details. 

Table 2-5 Different proportion of land acquisition 

Unit: household 

Village Group <10% 10%—30% More than 30% Subtotal 

Zhangmi

ao 

Ren village 1 5 0 6 

Peng village 2 4 0 6 

Zhanglao  0 5 0 5 

Total 3 14 0 17 

Proportion 17.65% 82.35% 0% 100% 

From personal aspect, per capita cultivated land will decrease to 1.03 mu from 1.26 

mu before land acquisition; refer to table 2-6. Per capita incomes of affected village by 

land acquisition is about 5048 Yuan and the proportion of agricultural incomes is 20%. 

Therefore, the rate of incomes loss ranges from 3.09% to 5.13% and the average incomes 

loss rate is 3.79%. It indicates that agricultural incomes are not main incomes of the APs. 

Impact analysis of land acquisition can be referred to Table 2-7.  

Table 2-6 Per capita cultivated land own amount before and after land acquisition 

Village Group 
APs 

Before land 

acquisition 

Land 

acquisition 

After 

acquisition 

Per capita 

land before 

acquisition 

Per capita 

land after 

acquisition 

Person mu mu mu mu/person mu/person 

Zhangmi

ao 

Ren village 28 38.06 5.88 32.18 1.36 1.15 

Peng 

village 
26 33.62 5.33 28.29 1.29 1.09 

Zhanglao 27 30.37 7.79 22.58 1.12 0.84 

Total 81 102.05 19 83.05 1.26 1.03 
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Table 2-7 Impact analysis of land acquisition 

Village Group 

Per 

capita 

income 

Per 

capita 

agricu

lture 

incom

e 

Agricult

ural 

income

s 

proporti

on 

Numb

er of 

house

holds 

affect

ed 

Pop

ulati

on 

affec

ted 

Cultivate

d land 

before 

land 

acquisiti

on 

Cultiv

ated 

land 

acquir

ed 

Proport

ion of 

land 

acquisi

tion 

Proport

ion of 

income

/loss 

Zhang

miao 

Ren 

village 
5048 1010 20% 6 28 38.06 5.88 15.44 3.09 

Peng 

village 
5048 1010 20% 6 26 33.62 5.33 15.85 3.17 

Zhangla

o 
5048 1010 20% 5 27 30.37 7.79 25.65 5.13 

Total 5048 1010  17 81 102.05 19 18.98 3.79 

To sum up, the land acquisition has little impacts to the incomes of the farmers. 

According to the field survey, the affected households think that the impact from land 

acquisition is slight, and choose cash compensation. After the households get cash 

compensation, they will take part in corresponding technology training, learn or improve 

skills and go out to seek non-agriculture employment opportunity. The AHs by land 

acquisition mainly have the following resettlement willing: a) use the compensation funds 

of land acquisition to invest tertiary industries, such as catering, small articles, 

maintenance, to increase income, there are 6 households choosing this method, 

accounting for 35.29% of the total AHs; b) participate in training class held by Labor and 

Security Department and conduct certain skill study and training, and go out to seek 

employment opportunity, there are 11 households choosing this method, accounting for 

64.71% of AHs.  

2.5 Impacts of rural housing demolition 

This Subproject will demolish 1408 ㎡ rural resident housing and 352 ㎡, rural 

temporary building, totally affecting 10 households with 37 persons. The impact of rural 

housing demolition can be referred to Table 2-8. In terms of village groups, the AHs 

accounts for 11.50% of total households in average. The analysis of affected housing and 

households can be referred to Table 2-9.  

Table 2-8 Resident housing demolition 

Village Group 
APs 

Brick and concrete 

structure 

Simple 

structure 
Subtotal 

Household Person m
2
 m

2
 m

2
 

Zhangmiao 

Ren village 2 5 415 90 505 

Pengchang 3 8 401 75 476 

Zhanglao 5 24 592 187 779 

Subtotal 10 37 1408 352 1760 
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Table 2-9 Analysis of affected housing and households 

Village Group 
Total population 

demolition 

acreage 
APs 

Proportion of 

households 

affected 

Household Person m2 Household Person % 

Zhang

miao 

Ren village 21 85 505 2 5 9.52 

Pengchang 36 168 476 3 8 8.33 

Zhanglao 30 125 779 5 24 16.67 

Subtotal 87 378 1760 13 37 11.50 

2.6 Temporary occupation of land  

The temporary land occupation will be cause by the construction of sewage network. 

Because the sewage network will be mainly laid along the existing roads, the Subproject 

will only occupy 120.5 mu of state-owned land temporarily during Subproject 

implementation. It is estimated that the land occupation periods are no more than 3 

months.  

2.7 Infrastructure and ground attachment of project affected by the Subproject 

This Subproject will affect 14 types of ground attachments, such as electric facilities 

and telecommunication facilities, and the details can be seen in table 2-10.  

Table 2-10 Schedule of ground attachment 

item Unit quantities 

Electric poles nos 3 

Grave Set 15 

Tree nos 40 

Cement land floor m
2
 520 

Phone set 13 

Air-conditioner  Set 5 

Cable TV Set 11 

Broadband  Set 2 

Common water tank set 12 

Double kitchen ranges set 11 

Solar energy heater set 5 

Ammeter Set 13 

Water meter Set 13 

Finished anti-theft door Set 2 

2.8 Affected population  

2.8.1 Overview  

The Subproject will affect 25 households with 109 persons, of which, there are 17 

households with 81 persons affected by land acquisition only, 10 households with 37 

persons affected by housing demolition including 2 households with 9 persons affected by 

land acquisition simultaneously. 
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2.8.2 Vulnerable groups  

For the purpose of the Subproject, vulnerable groups include the disabled, 

five-guarantee households
①

, single female-headed households, low-income people
②

 and 

ethnic minorities.  

According to the investigation, all affected population are Han nationality. There are 3 

households of vulnerable groups in Zhangmiao village, including 2 households in Ren 

Village groups (i.e. Ren Changbao is five-guarantees, Ban Guangrong is low-guarantee 

household) and 1 household in Zhanglao Village group (i.e. Zhang Shunqing is 

low-guarantee household).  

According to the results of field investigation and research and Wuwei 33 Livelihood 

Projects Policy Open Letter in 2010, the minimum standard of five guarantees in Wuwei 

for distributed supply is 1200 Yuan/person/year and 270 Yuan/person/month for the 

standard of low-guarantee standard. In addition, Village Committee will provide allowance 

to them in spring festival every year. These people need to be cared for specially in the 

process of resettlement. The affected vulnerable groups refer to table 2-11 for details.  

By interviewing the vulnerable groups, it shows that the vulnerabilities are mainly 

reflected in the fact that the yield incomes are lower than general families. Therefore, 

during the resettlement, they hope for preferential policies and supports.  

Table 2-11 vulnerable groups affected 

Village group AHs APs Category 

Ren Village  2 5 Five-guarantees/low-incomes groups 

Zhanglao  1 4 Low-incomes groups 

Total 3 9  

2.8.3 Impacts on women 

According to the census, the population of women is 43, accounting for 53.08% of the 

total. There is no single female-headed household due to spouse bereavement, divorce or 

abandonment among the farmer households. According to the investigation, the affected 

women will be entitled to have the same rights as men, including contract land, education, 

family planning and election, etc. Most of the female interviewees believe that they have 

the same autonomy in management as men and are capable of becoming resettlement 

workers or doing small business based on independent selection, and, of course, men 

and women are different in the labor division between family life and production. Women 

undertake more housework and raise the children, family sideline production (family 

breeding, for instance) and work in handcraft factory while men are mainly engaged in 

transportation or leave the home to for job opportunities, etc. As a rule, the working time of 

women is 1.2 times as much as that of men.  

                                                        
①

 For elderly, weak, widowed and disabled members who are unable to work and have no means of 

living, or whose households lack labor, a rural production cooperative would provide production and living 

assistance, including daily supplies, education for the young and burial for the elderly. 
② 

Per capita net income <2,300 yuan/year 
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As for the women, the main sources of incomes are affected by reduction of 

agricultural production due to land acquisition and family breeding. However, because the 

affected area is close to the Fudu Town and Hefei downtown area, the non-agricultural 

incomes are becoming the main source of incomes in recent years, and the incomes 

percentage of farming and livestock breeding has decreased. According to the surveyed 

households, the per capita incomes of farming and livestock breeding in 2010 is about 

RMB 700 Yuan/person, merely accounting for 20% of family income.  

As far as education is concerned, boys and girls are entitled to have same 

opportunities. If the child is diligent, the parents will do their utmost to finance their tuition 

fees.  

According to the investigation, women are concerned about the same problems as 

the men: (a) The compensation shall be calculated based on land yield and resettlement 

cost; (b) According to the requirements of the affected households, the compensation 

should be directly delivered to them. 

As for the differences, the requirements of women are different from those of men: (a) 

Women require cash compensation; (b) Women require the training in respect of farming, 

livestock breeding and handicraft; (c) For most families, male occupies the majority in the 

participation, and yet women hope to participate in village management.  

According to the investigation, it is found as follows: 1) The main impact to women is 

attributable to the reduction of agricultural incomes and livestock breeding incomes due to 

land acquisition; 2) Because the affected area is close to Fudu Town and Wuwei County, 

as well as the development of southeast section of Wuwei County in recent years, a great 

many non-agricultural employment opportunities has been created for women, as a result, 

the incomes of women has shifted from farming-dominated structure to a 

non-farming-dominated one; 3) The project exerts a slight impact on women‘s income.  

For the gender analysis, refer to Appendix 3.  
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3 Social and economic features 

The project will affect Zhangmiao village, Fudu Town, and the social and economic 

circumstances are as follows: 

3.1 Socioeconomic profile of affected area 

3.1.1 Socioeconomic profile of the affected county and town 

Wuwei County is located in the middle part of Anhui, adjacent to Binhu lake, tend 

forwards from east to west, which now covers 23 counties and towns, 2 provincial 

development zone, and the total area of the whole county is 2433km² and the total 

population is 1.42 million. Per capita disposable incomes of urban residents were 15615 

Yuan in 2010 and the per capita consumption expenditures were 10873 Yuan in 2010, 

and per capita net incomes of rural residents in 2010 were 6193 Yuan and per capita living 

consumption expenditures were 4048 Yuan. The total production value realized was 

22.02 billion Yuan in the whole year, calculated by the comparative price, and increased 

15.3% compared to the last year. Of which, the increased value in first industry was 3.85 

billion Yuan, with 4.7% growth; the increased value in secondary industry was 12.2 billion 

Yuan, with 21.9% growth; the increased value in tertiary industry was 5.97 billion Yuan, 

with 11.8% growth. Per capita GDP was 15456 Yuan and the total retailing amount of 

social consumables in the whole year was 6.36929 billion Yuan and 1.776 billion Yuan 

financial income, with 16% growth; Fixed assets investment 21.3 billion Yuan, with 37.2% 

growth.  

Fudu Town is located in east suburban area of Wucheng, and the place where the 

town government locates at is about 3 kilometers away from the centre of the town 

(Wuwei square), the Av. Passing river crosses 12.66 kilometers over the area and Xihe 

channel with 25 kilometers long embraces the whole town, which is only 8 kilometers 

away from golden waterway, and the road crossing the town and road circling the town 

intercross together and extend in all directions and the entire length of sandy and rocky 

road is about 140 kilometers. Cuncuntong cement road extends more than 70 kilometers, 

which is the satellite town with economic development in county level. There are 8 

administrative villages and 2 communities in the whole town, and the whole area is 72 

square kilometers, 46560 mu cultivated land area, and the total population 43 thousand. 

By the end of September, 2011, the financial incomes of the whole town is 26.36 million 

Yuan, of which, there is 4.02 million national tax incomes, local tax incomes 20.84 million 

Yuan, non-tax incomes 1.5 million Yuan; it has completed fixed assets investment 356 

million Yuan, and industrial production value is 311 million Yuan.  

Per capita pure incomes of the farmers in Wuwei County and Fudu Town refer to 

table 3-1 for details. We can see from the table, per capita net incomes of the farmers in 

town affected by the Subproject are slightly lower than the average level in Wuwei County.  
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Table 3-1 Socioeconomic Profile of Wuwei County and Fudu Town
① 

Area 

Land 

area 
Population 

Gross 

domestic 

product 

(GDP) 

Fiscal 

incomes 

per capita 

net incomes 

of rural 

residents 

Per capita 

disposable 

incomes of 

urban residents 

Km2 
Ten thousand 

persons 

100 million 

Yuan 

100 

million 

Yuan 

Yuan Yuan 

Wuwei 

County 
2433 142 220.2 17.76 6193 15615 

Fudu Town 72 4.2 6.8 0.18 5048 14414 

3.1.2 Socioeconomic Profile of affected village/ village groups 

There are no minority population in Ren village group, Peng Village group and 

Zhanglao village group of Zhangmiao village, Fudu Town, Wuwei County. Per capita 

incomes are about 5048 Yuan, and agricultural incomes only account for 20% of the total 

income. The persons complying with low-guarantee condition all enjoy the low-guarantee 

treatment, and its standard is 270 Yuan/person/month, and most of the public in the 

village support the construction of the project.  

Because the place where the project locates at is about 2 km away from Wuwei town, 

during the process of urbanization, the villagers‘ land has been acquired continuously; 

therefore, the persons affected get used to the land acquisition. The social and economic 

status of Zhangmiao administrative village affected can be referred to Table 3-2. 

Table 3-2 Social and economic status investigation of Zhangmiao village 

Wuwei 

county 
Group  

Number 

of 

househ

olds 

Popul

ation

（pers

on） 

Of 

which: 

male  

Labor 

force 

(perso

n) 

Cultivat

ed area 

(Mu) 

Avera

ge 

perso

ns for 

house

hold 

Per 

capita 

cultivated 

land 

(Mu/pers

on) 

Per capita 

pure 

incomes of 

the 

farmer( Yu

an/person) 

Fudu 

Town  

Ren 

village 
21 85 45 51 101.17 4.05 1.19 5048 

Peng 

Village  
36 168 85 95 195.24 4.67 1.16 5048 

Zhangl

ao 
30 125 62 90 134.20 4.16 1.07 5048 

3.2 Social and economic characteristics of the population affected 

In order to learn about the basic status of the population affected by land use, social 

economic investigation group makes sampling investigation to the households affected. 

The villages sampled and affected in this project are Ren village, Peng Village and 

Zhanglao Natural Village, there are total 27 households affected in these three natural 

villages, of which, 2 households, 9 persons affected by both land acquisition and 

resettlement, and 16 households are sampled; the sampling proportion is 64%. The 

sampling proportion can be referred to Table 3-3. 

                                                        
① Source: Statistical Yearbook 2010 of Wuwei county 
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Table 3-3 Sampling proportion schedule 

No. Town Village Group  
Affected 

households 

Samples 
Sampling 

proportion（%） 
Number of 

household 
Population  

1 

Fudu 

Town 

Zhang

miao 

Ren village 8 4 12 50% 

2 Peng village 9 5 19 55.56% 

3 Zhanglao 10 7 26 70.0% 

4 Subtotal 27 16 57 59.26% 

The following part is an analysis to sampling households in terms of women 

population, age structure, educational background, housing area, cultivated land 

resources, family property, family incomes and expenditure.  

3.2.1 Nationality and women population analysis  

The population affected by land acquisition of project is all Han nationality, not 

involved in minorities.  

The total sampling population is 57 persons, of which, women population is 28 

persons. Labor force 35 persons, and 25 urban workers, accounting for 71.43% of the 

total labor force population. The sampling household population component can be 

referred to Table 3-4. 

Table 3-4 sampling household population status 

Village Group 

Sampling 

household 

Total 

population 
Male Female  

Labor 

force 

Agricultu

ral labor 

force 

Urban 

worker 

House 

hold 
Person Person Person Person Person Person 

Zhang

miao 

Ren village 4 12 2 4 3 1 2 

Peng village 5 19 5 5 5 3 3 

Zhanglao 7 26 22 19 27 9 20 

 Subtotal 16 57 29 28 35 13 25 

Most of the women are engaged in farming and breeding industry, and the 

corresponding incomes of agriculture production account for 20% of the total income.  

3.2.2 Age structure 

In the affected population, preschoolers account for 7.01%, 6-17 age group 12.28%, 

18-35 age group 36.85%, 35-60 age group 24.56%, over 60 age group 19.3%. For the 

affected age structure, refer to Table 3-5.  

Table 3-5 Age Structure of Sample Household Population 

Village Group 
Preschooler 6—17 18—35 36—60 Over 60 Subtotal 

Person  Person  Person  Person  Person  Person  

Zhang

miao 

Ren village 0 1 2 1 2 6 

Peng village 1 2 5 1 1 10 

Zhanglao 3 4 14 12 8 41 

Subtotal 4 7 21 14 11 57 

Proportion 7.01 12.28 36.85 24.56 19.30 100 
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3.2.3 Education background  

Among 46 persons more than 17 years old, those who cannot read accounts for 

6.52%, primary school graduate 26.09%, middle school graduate 58.69% and university 

graduate 8.70%. For the education background of sampling household population, refer to 

Table 3-6.  

Table 3-6 Education Structure of Sampling Household Population 

Village  Group 
Illiteracy 

Primary 

school 

graduate 

Middle 

school 

graduate 

University 

graduate 
Subtotal 

Person Person Person Person Person 

Zhangmiao 

Ren village 1 1 2 1 5 

Peng village 0 1 5 1 7 

Zhanglao 2 10 20 2 34 

Subtotal 3 12 27 4 46 

Proportion 6.52 26.09 58.69 8.70 100 

3.2.4 Housing area 

In the sampling of 16 households covering the population of 57 persons, the housing 

is mainly masonry-concrete structure and masonry-timber structure with the housing area 

of 1738.5 ㎡, housing area per household 158.04 ㎡ and per capita area of 30.5 ㎡.  

3.2.5 Farmland resources  

In the sampling of 16 households covering of 57 persons, the average farmland of per 

household and per capita farmland is 5.96 mu and 1.15 mu respectively. Farmland is 

dominated by rice and dry land and the crops are dominated by rice and rape with the net 

incomes approximately RMB 1,000 Yuan per year.  

3.2.6 Family property 

In the sampling of 16 households covering 57 persons, color/black and white TV is 

1.85 sets per household, refrigerator 0.6 set, electric fan 2.0 sets, washing machine 1.5 

sets, air conditioner 0.5 set, fixed line telephone and mobile phone 1.68 sets, bicycle 2.0, 

motorcycle 1.2 and tractor 0.5. From the above, the living standards of the affected 

households are of the medium level.  

3.2.7 Family incomes and expenditure 

In the sampling of 16 households, the annual per capita incomes are RMB 5,050 

Yuan/person, including agricultural incomes RMB 1000 Yuan/person, and the rest comes 

from off-farm work of RMB 3,850 Yuan/person, accounting for 76.24%. In addition, 

sampling households have sideline businesses, operating and other incomes sources; 

farm incomes mainly come from farming and off-farm work, etc, which is in conformity with 

the local industrial structure. Agriculture and industry are equally important. Women 

engage in farming and handicraft while men are normally working in the factory or serve 

as contract workers.  
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The total annual household expenditure is RMB 2,200 Yuan/person (40.5% of food, 

8.21% of clothing, 18.75% of housing and productive fixed assets purchasing, 8.10% of 

traffic communication, 9.33% education and cultural entertainment and 15.11% of other 

article services (healthcare, for instance).  

3.3 Conclusion  

According to the field investigation, we can learn that: 1) Agricultural incomes of 

breeding and planting industries in the villages/groups affected accounts for small 

proportion in per capita incomes, and the incomes of urban workers account for a big 

proportion of per capita incomes, which have become a kind of habit; therefore, the loss of 

agricultural incomes caused by land acquisition is relatively smaller, which will not impact 

its normal incomes level; 2) There is only 2 km between the area affected by the project 

and Wuwei town; in the process of urbanization, the villagers have adapted to the pattern 

that the lands acquired continuously; in addition, there is industrial park developed and 

constructed nearby, and the secondary and tertiary industries are developed, which can 

provide a great deal of non-agricultural employment opportunities for the farmers with their 

lands acquired; 3) Most of the villagers believe that the project has significance on the 

improvement of water environment in Wuwei county. So long as the compensation is 

reasonable, just and timely, they will be in favour of land acquisition, and support the 

project as well.  
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4 Legal Framework and Policy 

4.1 Laws and regulations and policies of resettlement basis 

The relocation and resettlement program is mainly based on relevant laws and 
regulations and policies of the Asian Development Bank and the People‘s Republic of 
China:  

1）ADB policies 

 Policy Statement of Safety Security, June 2009. 

2）Chinese laws and regulations and policies  

 Land Management Law of the People’s Republic of China (implemented from 
January 1

st
, 1999, revised on August 28

th
, 2004)  

 Measures for Announcement of Land Expropriation (No.10 decree of the Ministry 
of Land and Resources) (January 1

st
, 2002)  

 Notice on Strengthening Reform to Strict Land Management Promulgated by the 
State Council (GF [2004] No. 28).  

 Guidelines on Perfection of Land Acquisition Compensation System (GTZF 
[2004] No. 238) 

 Measures for Construction Project Land Pre-trial Management (No. 27 decree of 
the Ministry of Land and Resources)(November 1

st
, 2004) 

 Notice on Farmer Employment Training and Social Security Promulgated by the 
General Office of the State Council to the Ministry of Human Resources and 
Social Security of the People’s Republic of China (No. GBF [2006]29) (April 10

th
, 

2006) 

 Notice of the State Council on the Relevant Issues about Intensifying the Land 
Control (GF[2006] No. 31) (August 31

st
, 2006) 

 Notice of the State Council on the Relevant Issues about Intensifying the Land 
Control (GF[2006] No. 31) (August 31

st
, 2006) 

3）Relevant policies of Anhui Province and local authorities 

 Notice of Anhui Provincial People’s Government on Implementation of Land 
Acquisition Compensation, Resettlement and Maintenance  of Farmers’ Lawful 
Rights  

 Implementing Regulations on Farmland Reclamation Fees Levying and 

Treatment Management (CZ ［2001］No.1061) 

 Guidelines of Anhui Provincial People’s Government on Land-expropriated 
Farmers’ Employment and Social Security (YZ[2005] No. 63) 

 Procedures of Anhui Province on the Implementation of Land Administration Law 
of the People’s Republic of China (revision) (July 1

st
, 2004) 

 Measures for Compensation Settlement of Land Acquisition (YZB[2004] No. 101) 
(January 1

st
, 2005) 

 Notice of Anhui Provincial People’s Government on Announcement of 
Compensation Standards for Land Acquisition (YZ[2009]  No.132)(December 
31

st
, 2009) 

 Notice of General Office of the People’s Government of Anhui Province by the 
General Office of the State Council and the Ministry of Human Resources and 
Social Security of the People’s Republic of China on the Guidelines of 
Land-expropriated Farmers’ Employment Training and Social Security (YZB 
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[2006] No. 38) (May 30
th
, 2006) 

 Notice of Anhui Provincial People’s Government on Printing and Distribution of 
Measures for Management of Land-expropriated Compensation Reserve (YZB 

〔2010〕No. 22) (May 4
th
, 2010) 

 Interim Procedures on Endowment Insurance of Chaohu Land-expropriated 

Farmers (CZ 〔2007〕No. 47) 

 People‘s Government of Wuwei County: Notice on printing and issuing 
Compensation Standard to Housing, Other Attachment and Young Crops on the 
Land Acquired in Wuwei County (CZM[2010] No. 149). 

4.2 Summary of ADB policies 

Three key basic elements of ADB involuntary resettlement policy: (i) Replacement of 
property loss, livelihood and income compensation; (ii) Assistance to resettlement, 
including provision of resettlement place, suitable facilities and services; (iii) Assistance of 
recovery to the minimum living standards prior to the resettlement. Part or all the elements 
will be put forward in respect of involuntary resettlement. As for any project involving 
involuntary resettlement to be operated by the ADB, the resettlement plan will the main 
part of project design and should be dealt with at the early stage. Furthermore, the 
following policy requirements should also be taken into account:  

 (i)Start the arrangement of project impact as early as possible, and identify the 
history and status of involuntary resettlement and prospective impact and risk. Based on 
investigation and/or census of the affected population, the scope of the resettlement plan 
should be determined, including gender analysis, particularly the analysis related to 
resettlement impact and risk.  

 (ii)Consult and negotiate with the affected population, resettlement area and 
non-governmental organization effectively. All the affected people should be familiar with 
the rights and selectable resettlement option. It should be ensured in the case of 
resettlement plan, implementation and monitoring evaluation—especially the vulnerable 
groups (people, landless farmer, elderly, women, children and indigenous peoples who 
are living under the poverty line and those who are deprived of lawful rights) and their 
participation into negotiation should be ensured. Establish appeal system and be 
acquainted with problems drawing the attention of the affected people and study the 
option; support social and cultural system of the resettlement population, provide 
assistance for the local population in the resettlement area. In case that the impact and 
risk of involuntary resettlement are complex and sensitive, one social preparatory stage 
should be arranged before the decision of compensation and resettlement program.  

 (iii)Improve or recovery the living standards of all the APs based on the following 
measures: (1)If the resettlement APs live on land, the land-based resettlement strategy 
should be adopted; if land loss doesn‘t necessarily change the way in which living is made, 
cash or other means of compensation can be taken into consideration; (2)Assets 
replacement of equivalence or higher value should be provided as soon as possible; 
(3)The unrecoverable assets should be compensated timely and adequately according to 
the replacement price; (4)If possible, extra income and services should be provided by 
means of gain sharing of the project.  

 (iv)Provide necessary support for the affected population: (1) In case of any 
relocation, the land-use right of resettlement should be ensured. Living conditions, 
employment and production opportunities should be available in the resettlement area to 
make the APs be integrated into the original community economically and financially, and 
make the local community benefit from the project; (2)Provide support and assistance of 
development, such as land development, credit support, training or employment 
opportunities; (3)Provide living facilities and community services.  
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 (v)Improve the living standards of the affected population and vulnerable groups 
(including women) to be recovered to at least the minimum national living standards. In 
the rural area, lawful and land and resources access of reasonable cost should be 
provided; in the urban area, appropriated income source, lawful and reasonably-priced 
housing channels should be provided.  

 (vi)If land is obtained through negotiation, relevant procedures should be formulated 
according to transparency, consensus and fairness to make the negotiation participants 
maintain the original level in the case of income and life, or even higher.  

 (vi)Ensure those who are deprived of land right or whose land right cannot be 
recognized gain access to resettlement assistance and compensation of non-land assets.  

 (viii)Formulate detailed resettlement plan, elaborate the corresponding rights, 
income recovery, life strategy, relevant system arrangement, monitoring and report 
arrangement, budget and explicit schedule.  

 (ix)With the understandable language and method, the draft of resettlement plan 
(including the representation of negotiation process) should be announced to the affected 
households and other interest-related parties timely at the appropriate place prior to the 
approval of the project, and the final resettlement plan and the updated version should 
also be announced.  

 (x)Involuntary resettlement should be regarded as part of project development or 
planning. All the expenses of the resettlement plan should be included during the 
calculation of project cost and revenue. In case that the involuntary resettlement is of 
considerable impact, it can be regarded as an independent subproject.  

 (xi)Compensation should be provided and various rights should be specified prior to 
the implementation of resettlement and enforced economic transformation. During the 
whole process, the implementation of the resettlement plan should be closely supervised.  

 (xii)Monitor and evaluate resettlement results, inspect the impact to the living 
standards of the affected population, inspect whether the resettlement plan has achieved 
the expected results based on the base research and monitoring results, issue the 
monitoring report.  

4.3 Chinese laws and regulations and relevant policies and clauses  

In the project, the Land Administration Law of the People‘s Republic of China is the 
main legal basis. Meanwhile, on the basis of the above law, the Ministry of Land and 
Resources of the People‘s Republic of China and Anhui authorities has issued 
corresponding policies and regulations.  

The Decision of the State Council on Deepening the Reform and Rigidly Enforcing 
Land Administration (GF[2004] No. 28) enacted in October 2004 states that land 
acquisition compensation and resettlement compensation principle and compensation 
standards, land acquisition procedures and monitoring system. The similar document is 
Guidelines on Perfecting the Resettlement System of Land Acquisition Compensation 
(GTZF [2004] No. 238). These documents become the legal basis of the resettlement 
program. For the above policies and main clauses in respect of the project, refer to Table 
4-1 and Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-1 Main Clause Summary of Land Administration Law and Relevant Policies 

Item Main contents  Index 

Land 

ownershi

p 

Socialist public ownership of land of the people‘s republic of china, namely, ownership by the whole people and collective 

ownership by the working people.  

The state implements compensation system for land use according to the law with the exception of land-use right appropriated 

by the state. 

Clause 2, Land Administration 

Law  

Applicatio

n of 

constructi

on-use 

land  

In case any unit or individual needs land for construction, the land-use right of state-owned land should be applied according 

to the law… 

As for any construction-use land covering transformation from agricultural land to construction-use land, the approval process 

of agricultural land conversion shall be handled…  

Clause 43 and Clause 44, Land 

Administration Law  

Governments at all levels shall strengthen annual planning management of land use and strictly implement overall control of 

construction-use land. Without or exceeding the planning index of agricultural land conversion, new construction-use land 

shall not be approved. The saved planning index of agricultural land conversion shall be for next year‘s use based on 

approval.  

Clause 13, Measures of Anhui 

Province of the Implementation of 

Land Administration Law of the 

People's Republic of China (June 

26th, 2004) 

Authority 

limits of 

land 

acquisitio

n  

Basic farmland acquisition; over 35 hectares of land acquisition with the exception of basic farmland; in case of more than 70 

hectares, it shall be approved by the state council.  

In case of any land acquisition with the exception of the above, it shall be approved by the people‘s governments of province, 

autonomous region and municipality and reported to the State Council for recording. 

Clause 45, Land Administration 

Law  

If the land administrative departments of municipal or county people‘s government plan to formulate the conversion scheme of 

agricultural land and scheme of compensation farmland, scheme of land acquisition and scheme of land supply, it shall be 

examined and verified by the municipal or county government and then reported to the people‘s government with approval 

authority for approval. In case of forest land acquisition, it shall be based on the consent of forest administrative department.  

Clause 33, Measures for 

Implementation of Land 

Administration Law of the 

People‘s Republic of China in 

Anhui Province (June 26th, 2004) 

Announce

ment 

system of 

land 

acquisitio

n  

In case of national land acquisition, it shall be approved in accordance with the law and announced and implemented by 

above county-level governments… 

Relevant local governments shall make the announcement and listen to the opinions of rural collective economic organization 

and farmers affected by land acquisition.  

The rural collective economic organization affected by land acquisition shall make the announcement to its members in 

respect of revenue and expenditure of land compensation and be subject to supervision. 

Clause 46, Clause 48, Clause 49, 

Land Administration Law  
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Item Main contents  Index 

Compens

ation 

standards 

for land 

acquisitio

n 

In case of any land acquisition, compensation shall be based on the original purpose of land acquisition.  

Compensation of land acquisition shall include land compensation, resettlement subsidy and compensation of ground 

attachment and young crops. The land compensation of shall be 6～10 times as much as three-year average annual 

production value prior to land acquisition. The resettlement subsidy shall be calculated based on agricultural population for 

resettlement, which shall be calculated based on farmland area divided by per capita farmland area before land acquisition. 

The resettlement subsidy of each agricultural population shall be 4～6 times as much as three-year average annual 

production value prior to land acquisition while the resettlement subsidy of each hectare of land acquisition shall not be over 

15 times as much as three-year average annual production value prior to land acquisition… 

Clause 47, Land Administration 

Law 

Standards for land compensation (excluding farmland acquisition): fish pond, for instance, shall be 6 times as much as 

three-year average annual production value prior to land acquisition; orchard, for instance, shall be 7 times as much as 

three-year average annual production value prior to land acquisition; in case of no harvest, it shall be 6 times as much as first 

three-year average annual production value of the same kind of land; in case of less than three-year cultivation, it shall be 3～

4 times as much as the first three-year average annual production value of the village (group); in case of more than 3 years, 

the compensation shall be based on farmland area. In the case of construction land with rural collective ownership, it shall be 

4～5 times as much as first three-year average annual production value of the village(group); in the case of other land 

acquisition, it shall be 2～3 times as much as the first three-year average annual production value of the village (group); the 

compensation of forest land shall be based on relevant laws and regulations. Resettlement subsidy standards for each 

agricultural household: In the case of farmland, it shall be 3～4 as much as first three-year average annual production value; in 

the case of construction land with the farmers' collective ownership, it shall be 2～3 times as much as first three-year average 

annual production value of the village (group); in the case of land acquisition of barren mountain or barren slope, no 

resettlement subsidy shall be granted; in the case of no need for resettlement and maintenance of original living standards, 

the resettlement subsidy shall be increased based on the approval of the people‘s government. However, land compensation 

and resettlement subsidy shall not exceed the following limit：（I）In the case of farmland acquisition, it shall not be over 30 

times as much as the first three-year average annual production value; in the case of young crops (for instance), the 

compensation shall be based on the corresponding crop value of the season; in the case of perennial crop, the compensation 

shall be based on the annual production value; in case of no young crop, no compensation shall be granted.  

Clause 34, 35, 36, 37, Measures 

for Implementation of Land 

Administration Law of the 

People‘s Republic of China in 

Anhui Province  （June 26th, 

2004） 

Temporar

y site 

The user of temporary site shall use the land according to the land contract of temporary site without constructing permanent 

building. Normally, the term of temporary site shall be no more than two years.  

Clause 57, Land Administration 

Law  

As for project construction and geological survey involving temporary use of state-owned land or farmers‘ collective land, it 

shall be approved by relevant municipal or county people‘s government; as for the temporary site within the urban planning 

area, it shall be based on the consent of the administrative department of urban planning prior to submission for approval.  

Clause 45, Measures for the 

Implementation of Land 

Administration Law of the People's 

Republic of China (June 26th, 

2004) 
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Table 4-2 GF〔2004〕No. 28, GTZF〔2004〕No. 238Main Clauses and Application 

GF〔2004〕No 28—Perfection of land compensation and resettlement system  GTZF 〔2004〕No. 238 

Clause 12 

Measures for 

imperfection of 

land 

compensation 

Above county-level governments shall take measures to make farmer's living standards be no lower than the 

pre-expropriation level. 

In accordance with the law, it shall be ensured adequately and timely in the compensation of land, 

resettlement subsidy, ground attachment and young crop. Land compensation and resettlement subsidy shall 

be granted in accordance with the current law. In case the original living standard cannot be ensured and 

compensation cannot be granted adequately, which leads to no social security of landless farmers, the 

government of the province, autonomous region or municipality shall approve the increase of resettlement 

subsidy; in case that the total amount of land compensation and resettlement subsidy reaches legal limit and 

cannot make farmers maintain the original living standard, the local government shall provide subsidy by 

compensation use of state-owned land.  

Government of province, autonomous region and municipalities shall formulate and announce unified 

standards of annual production value of each county or regional comprehensive land price. Land 

compensation shall be based on ‗same land, same price‘ and land acquisition cost of national key projections 

shall included adequately into estimate cost.  

Formulation of unified standards for 

annual production value  

Decision of unified times of annual 

production value  

formulation of comprehensive land price of 

land compensation   

Distribution of land compensation 

Clause 13 Proper 

resettlement of 

landless farmers  

Above county-level governments shall formulate specific measures to ensure the long-term likelihood of 

landless farmers.  

As for projects with stable revenue, farmers may buy shares based on the construction land-use right to be 

approved in accordance with the law.  

In the urban planning area, the local governments shall admit landless farmers to the urban employment 

system and establish corresponding social security system; beyond the urban planning area, the local 

governments shall reserve essential farmland or arrange corresponding working posts for landless farmers 

when acquiring farmers‘ collective land; as for landless farmers without basic living conditions, trans-regional 

resettlement shall be arranged.  

The labor and social security department shall put forward guidelines on employment training and social 

security system of landless farmers.  

Resettlement of agricultural production  

Resettlement of occupation reselection  

Arrangement of share bonus  

Trans-regional resettlement  

Clause 14 

Procedure 

perfection  of 

land acquisition 

 

During land acquisition, rights of farmers‘ collective land ownership and farmers‘ land contractual 

management right shall be safeguarded.  

The purpose, position, compensation standards and resettlement channel of land acquisition shall be notified 

to the farmers prior to the approval of land acquisition; the results of land status shall be confirmed by 

corresponding collective economic organization and landless farmers; if necessary, department of land and 

Notice of land acquisition  

Confirmation of land acquisition results  

Organizing hearing on land acquisition 
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GF〔2004〕No 28—Perfection of land compensation and resettlement system  GTZF 〔2004〕No. 238 

resources shall organize hearing in accordance with relevant regulations. Relevant information familiar to 

farmers and confirmed by farmers shall be deemed as essential material for approval.   

Accelerate establishing and perfecting the coordination and settlement mechanism of compensation 

resettlement dispute, safeguard the legal rights of landless farmers and land users. Matters of land acquisition 

after approval shall be announced with the exception of special circumstances.  

Clause 15 

Strengthening 

Supervision of 

land acquisition 

implementation 

In case that resettlement of land acquisition fails to be implemented, the land shall not be expropriated.  

Governments of province, autonomous region and municipalities shall formulate the distribution method of 

land compensation of the internal rural collective economic organization.  

The corresponding rural collective economic organization shall announce the incomes & expenses of land 

compensation and distribution to its members, subject to supervision. Departments like agricultural and civil 

administration departments shall strengthen the supervision of land compensation distribution and use inside 

the organization  

Matters of land acquisition for approval  

Cost of land compensation resettlement  

Supervision and inspection after land 

acquisition 
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4.4 Main difference between ADB policies and Chinese laws 

Land resettlement compensation  

Difference: ADB policies require the compensation to offset any income loss and 
recover long-term potential of income creation. In contrast, the Chinese standards are 
based on the annual production value.  

Option: The option is to provide land replacement at the early stage, but the 
practicability is small. To most people, cash compensation is the top priority though they 
cannot ensure reasonable use of compensation. Therefore, the project needs further 
technical support to monitor the family income, for those severely affected—especially the 
vulnerable groups. Meanwhile, the local governments should provide financial aid to the 
vulnerable families.  

Resettlement compensation of vulnerable groups  

Difference: According to the policies of the ADB, special compensation is to be 
granted to all the vulnerable groups—especially the families to be impoverished. In 
contrast, according to Chinese regulations, social analysis will not be needed. So 
compensation is merely quantity-based losses.  

Option: Special fund is to be provided for vulnerable groups and to be determined 
during detailed measuring and investigation. A number of measures have been specified 
in the Resettlement Plan.  

Negotiation and announcement  

Difference: According to ADB policies, the affected households should be acquainted 
with the comprehensive information, and the negotiation should be carried out as soon as 
possible. In contrast, according to Chinese regulations, transparency of announcement 
and compensation has been improved. However, the affected households exert a slight 
impact and the announcement period is too short.  

Option: Negotiation has begun at the early stage (prior to technical support and 
during the period). Chaohu PMO has/will announce the Resettlement Plan to the affected 
households according to the ADB policies.  

Lack of legal rights  

Difference: According to ADB policies, whether they are lawful not, all the buildings to 
be demolished should be compensated in line with the same standards. In contrast, 
according to the Chinese law, anyone without local household registration shall not be 
entitled to the same rights for compensation. In addition, in accordance with the current 
Chinese law, compensation shall not be granted to the owner of illegal land and house. In 
practice, compensation allowances can be made. 

Option: As for any project funded ADB loan, all the lawful and unlawful households 
will be protected without any exception, whether ownership is available or not. Therefore, 
according to the ADB, assistance shall be granted to ensure the AP is not seriously 
affected.  

Monitoring, evaluation and report of resettlement plan  

Difference: The ADB requires resettlement monitoring both internally and externally. 
In contrast, no such requirements are specified in the Chinese law with the exception of 
reservoir project.  

Option：As for all the ADB Loan projects, monitoring systems of resettlement plan 

both externally and internally have been established and these have been included in the 
Resettlement Plan. The internal report and external report require specifications to be laid 
down in the Resettlement Plan.  

4.5 Project Compensation Principles 

The compensation and rights and interests principles are made according to the laws, 
regulations and policies of the Chinese government and Asian Development Bank. The 
purpose is to ensure the APs have sufficient compensation and assistance measures and 
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at least ensure that the local production and living standard is recovered to be the same 
as that before the project starts. For the details of resettlement principles, see Table 4-3.  

Table 4-3 Project resettlement principle 

Principles 

1 Avoid or minimize resettlement, wherever feasible. 

2 
The compensation and titles gained by the affected people shall at least enable them to maintain 
the same living standards as ―without project‖ or even better. 

3 
All affected people regardless of the legal titles shall be entitled to get compensation and demolition 
assistance. 

4 
If the remainder land after land acquisition fails to safeguard the livelihood of the APs, 
compensation in forms of cash or land replacement, plus other necessary profit-earning activities 
shall be provided for the APs. 

5 
The APs shall have good understanding of the qualification, means and standards of 
compensation, livelihood and restoration plan as well as project construction arrangement etc., and 
participate in the implementation of the resettlement plan. 

6 
The executive organization and the independent/the third party will supervise the operation of 
compensation and land acquisition and relocation.  

7 
The vulnerable groups will receive special assistance or treatment so as to ensure they can live 
better. All the involved groups shall have opportunity to benefit from the project. 2 members of each 
affected family will receive skill training, of which at least 1 is female. 

8 
The resettlement plan is in accordance with the general plan of the city (district, county) and town 
involved in the project. 

9 
The resettlement budget shall be enough to cover all aspects that are caused by the project 
construction. 

 

4.6 Compensation Cut-Off Date  

The cut-off date for the eligibility for compensation was 30 April 2012, which has 
already been disclosed. Any newly claimed land, newly built house or settlement in the 
subproject area by the APs after this date will not be entitled to compensation or 
subsidization. Any building constructed or tree planted purely for extra compensation will 
not be counted in.  

4.7 Determination of Compensation Standard for Resettlement Involved in the 
Subproject  

4.7.1 Collective Land Acquisition Compensation Standard 

According to the Land Administration Law of the People‘s Republic of China, the 
guidelines about improving land acquisition relocation system and the policies and 
regulations relevant to the Land Administration Law of the People‘s Republic of China 
implemented in Anhui Province, the compensation fees of the confiscated farmland 
include land compensation fee, relocation allowance and young crops compensation fees 
and etc. For the details of collective land acquisition compensation standards of this 
project, see Table 4-4.    

Table 4-4 Collective land acquisition compensation standards of this project 

Uniform 

annual 

productio

n value 

standard  

(Yuan/mu

) 

Agricultural land  Land for construction and unused land 

Land 

compensatio

n multiples  

Relocatio

n 

allowance 

multiples 

Land 

acquisition 

compensatio

n standard 

(Yuan/mu) 

Land 

compensatio

n multiples 

Relocatio

n 

allowance 

multiples 

Land 

acquisition 

compensatio

n standard 

(Yuan/mu) 

1400 7 15 30800 5 6 15400 

The compensation standard of the young crops in the confiscated farmland varies according to the using 

situation of the land. For the details, please refer to CZM(2010)149 
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The young crop compensation fee standard of the cultivated land acquired is 800 
Yuan/mu. 

4.7.2 Temporary Land Occupation Compensation Standard 

The temporary land use in this Subproject is caused by sewage network laying 
construction. Compensation fees for temporary land occupation include compensation 
fees for young crops/ground attachments and land reclamation costs. 

According to the consultation and agreement with affected villages, Tudu Town and 
land resource bureau, this land will be compensated for at 1,000 yuan/mu-year. 
Meanwhile, During land occupation, the project headquarters will pay a land reclamation 
bond of 8,400 yuan/mu will be reserved in Wuwei land resource bureau to ,ensure the 
construction agency WUDIC and Contractor will reclaim the temporarily occupied land 
after the period of occupation. If the WUCDI and Contractor fail to complete the 
reclamation requirements, the land reclamation bond will be deducted by the department 
of land resource bureau for the work.  

Table 0-1 Compensation Standard for Temporary Land Occupation 

County Land type Land compensation fee 
Reclamation bond 

(yuan/mu) 

Wuwei Collective farmland 1000 8400 

4.7.3 Housing Demolition Compensation Standard 

According to the related regulations, based on the actual price analysis of main 
categories of the housing affected and the compensation standard in the past similar 
projects, the compensation standard of various housing is determined according to the 
replacement price of the housing, referring to table 4-6 for details. The resettlement 
households will be provided with house plots and the locations of house plots will be 
determined by the villagers and APs. If necessary, Three Supplies One Leveling

4
 of 

house plots will be processed by Contractor and the costs will be included in Subproject 
costs.  

Table 4-6 Rural housing demolition compensation standard 

category Structure category Unit 

Wuwei 

county note 

Unit( Yuan) 

Housing 

compensation 

amount 

Brick-mixed ㎡ 650  

Simple ㎡ 250  

Other 

compensation 

amount 

Housing moving 

transportation expenses 
Yuan/household 200  

Non-housing Yuan/㎡ month 2.5  

Living subsidy expenses 

in transition period 
Yuan/㎡ month 2 

Calculated according to 

resettlement main house 

area, not exceeding 18 

months 

4.7.4 Attachment and Infrastructure Compensation Standard 

According to reset principle, to determine the compensation standard of attachment 
and infrastructure in this project, refer to table 4-7 for details.  

                                                        
4 supply of water, electricity and road and leveled ground 

http://dict.cn/supply
http://dict.cn/of
http://dict.cn/electricity
http://dict.cn/and
http://dict.cn/road
http://dict.cn/and
http://dict.cn/leveled
http://dict.cn/ground
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Table 4-7 Attachment and infrastructure facilities compensation standard 

Item Unit 
Compensation standard 

(Yuan/unit) 

380 V electric rod Yuan/piece 100 

grave Yuan/piece 500 

Big tree(non-fruit category) Yuan/piece 10 

Small tree (non-fruit category) Yuan/piece 5 

Cement land floor Yuan/m
2
 15 

Phone Yuan/set 150 

Air-conditioning Yuan/set 150 

Cable TV Yuan/household 100 

Broadband Yuan/household 150 

Common water pool Yuan/set 30 

Double kitchen ranges Yuan/set 100 

Solar energy heater Yuan/set 180 

Ammeter Yuan/set 30 

Water meter Yuan/set 10 

Finished anti-theft door Yuan/set 600 

 

4.7.5 Other expense standard  

Other expense standards refer to table 4-8. 

Table 4-8 Project resettlement tax standards 

No. Item Charge standards  reference Accepted object 

1 
Cultivated land 

occupation tax 
26.25 Yuan /m2 

WZRl [2008] No. 

367 

Collected by Land 

Resources 

Administration  

2 
Cultivated land 

asset expense 
8 Yuan /m2 

WCZ [2001] No. 

1061 

Land Resources 

Administration  

3 

Land collection 

management 

expenses 

Calculated according to 4% of 

total expenses of land 

collection  

 
Land Resources 

Administration  

4 

Exploration and 

design research 

expenses  

Calculated according to 3% of 

total expenses of land 

collection  

 Design department 

5 
Administrative 

expenses 

Calculated according to 5% of 

total expenses of land 

collection  

 

Resettlement 

executive 

organization  

6 
Technical training 

expenses 

Calculated according to 3% of 

total expenses of land 

collection  

 
For officials and 

APs. 

7 

External monitoring 

and evaluation 

expenses  

Calculated according to 4% of 

total expenses of land 

collection  

  

8 Contingencies 

Calculated according to 10% 

of basic resettlement 

expenses 

  

4.7.6 Vulnerable Groups 

The vulnerable groups involved by the project can enjoy not only compensation 
policies of land acquisition and resettlement mentioned above, but also other preferential 
policies: 
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(1) The family labour in the vulnerable groups can get vocational training, and 
provided all kinds of employment information and guidance to have more employment 
opportunities.  

(2) During the construction process of the project, the family labour in vulnerable 
groups is the priority to recruit for some unskilled work. 

(3) Special assistance funds are set up to offer help in coordination with the 
department of labour and social security of Wuwei City, which is 1% of the cost of 
resettlement. 

4.7.7 Measures to Support Women 

In addition to the compensation policies of requisitioning lands, the women enjoy 
special measures to support them. 

(1) The priority to get employment opportunities means that 30% of the women can 
have chances to do unskilled work. 

(2) The priority to get agriculture and non-agriculture technical trainings. 300 
person-times of training will be provided by the Subproject, women can get not less than 
150 person-times (50%). 

(3) Women will receive relevant information during resettlement, and are able to 
participate in resettlement consultation; 

(4) A special FGD for women will be held to introduce resettlement policies and 
improve their awareness; 

(5) The compensation agreement must be signed by the couple. 

 

4.8 Entitlement Matrix  

The entitlement matrix is established according to the relevant policies in this chapter. 
For the details, see Table 4-9.  
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Table 4- 9 Rights and interest matrix 

impact category impact degree APs Compensation and allocation policy Item 

Permanent land 

acquisition 

50 Mu, of which, 19 Mu 

cultivated Mu, 21 

unused land and 10 

Mu barren beaches 

3 villager groups in 

Fudu Town, Wuwei 

county, 17 

households, 81 

persons 

1) Receive land compensation fee.  

2) Take priority to acquire the opportunity of project employment,  

3) Acquire labor employment information free of charge,  

4) Take priority to acquire technology training,  

5) Take priority to acquire the opportunities of labor export. 

6) For APs with a cultivated land less than 0.3 mu per capita, they 

are titled to choose endowment insurance voluntarily. 

The villager general assembly will decide 
the allocation of land compensation fee, 
land adjustment and investment and 
production measures (training of planting 
techniques, irrigation techniques and 
service industry and etc.). If the training is 
needed, it shall be approved and the village 
collectivity‘s determination shall be 
supervised by the superior government. 

Rural resident 

housing 

demolition  

Dismantle total 1760㎡

housing, of which, 

brick-mixed 1408㎡

（accounting for 

80%）,the impact level 

of simple temporary 

building 

3 natural villages, 

in 1 administrative 

village of, Fudu 

Town, Wuwei 

county, impact 10 

households, 37 

persons 

1) Housing compensation standards are determined based on the 

replacement price as different structures and quality standard; 

2) The APs will get moving subsidies and transition expenses; 

3) house plots will be available before resettlement;  

The choice of new housing home site will be 
decided by villagers and the resettlements 
affected. The construction unit of the project 
is to conduct Three Passes and One 
Leveling for home site 

Women / 52 women 

1) Have the priority of being employed and ensure 30% of the women 

get the non technical employment opportunities. 2) Have the priority 

of receiving free technical training. 300 person-times of training 

including 100 person-times of agriculture technical training and 200 

person-times of non agriculture technical training will be provided,, 

among which, 150 person-times will be given to women. (accounting 

for 50%). 3) ensure they have the relevant information during 

resettlement process and are able to participate in resettlement. 

During the implementation of resettlement, the FGD will be held to 

introduce the relevant resettlement policies so as to improve the 

women‘s awareness. 

The women‘s Federation will offer the 
acceptable education to the women. 

The vulnerable 

groups  

Low incomes 

population (below the 

national poverty line) 

3 households, 9 

persons. 

1) 2 family members of each household will receive the technical 

training opportunities, of which at least 1 is the female and have 

priority of being employed.  

 

The families belonging to the vulnerable 
group will be verified again after the specific 
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impact category impact degree APs Compensation and allocation policy Item 

design and close monitoring will be carried 
out till the implementation of the assistance 
measures are completed.  

ground 

attachment and 

facilities 

Electric poles and 

water well etc 
Property owner 

1) Affected special facilities will be restored by proprietors after 

receiving compensation from the owner of the Subproject, or 

reconstructed by the owner according to the original size, standard 

and function; 2) Compensation fees will be calculated and disbursed 

for ground attachments as stipulated. 

  

Grievances and 

appeals 

/ All APs Free; all costs so reasonably incurred will be disbursed from the 

contingencies 
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5 Resettlement and Incomes Restoration 

5.1 Resettlement Objectives 

The objective of resettlement of the Subproject is to develop an action plan for 

restoration and restoration for those affected by the Subproject so that they benefit from 

the Subproject, and their living standard is improved or at least restored to the pre-project 

level.  

5.2 Resettlement Restoration Measures of the Affected Villages  

5.2.1 Summary of Resettlement Restoration Programs for Affected 

Villages  

The main resettlement impact is collective land acquisition. The land acquisition of 

the Subproject will affected Zhangmaio Village of Fudu Town in Wuwei County. A total of 

50 mu collective will be acquired, among which, 19mu is cultivated land, and the rest is 

wasteland and unused land.  

According to the resettlement wills of 17 AHs, all AHs require cash compensation. 

They will invest compensation fees in tertiary services, and will attend free skills training 

provided by the government. 

During the survey, almost all AHs supported the Subproject. They think that the 

Subproject will improve local wastewater treatment conditions and environmental hygiene, 

and bring productive and living convenience. All AHs require cash compensation for land 

acquisition, because this is easy to operate, and they can use compensation fees for 

production and livelihood restoration freely. 

5.2.2 Restoration Measures of the Permanent Land Acquisition 

In the affected three village groups, a highest impact on incomes by the Subproject is 

Zhanglao Village group. From the incomes loss rate, they are 3.09%, 3.17% and 5.13% of 

the total incomes respectively. See Table 5-1 for details.  
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Table 5-1 Impact Analysis of land acquisition 

Village Group 
Per capita 

income 

Per capita 

agricultural 

income 

Agricultural 

incomes 

proportion  

AHs APs 

Cultivated land before 

requisition of land 

(mu) 

Cultivated land 

acquisition(mu) 

land 

acquisition 

proportion 

Incomes loss 

rate 

Zhangmia

o 

Ren village 5048 1010 20% 6 28 38.06 5.88 15.44 3.09 

Peng village 5048 1010 20% 6 26 33.62 5.33 15.85 3.17 

Zhanglao 5048 1010 20% 5 27 30.37 7.79 25.65 5.13 

Total / / / 17 81 102.05 19 18.98 3.79 
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To sum up, the differences of the impact degree of land acquisition and the per capita 

incomes loss is slight. According to the wills of affected persons, the Subproject will carry 

out cash compensation. After the APs get the compensation, they will invest 

compensation fees in tertiary services, and will attend free skills training provided by the 

government to go outside for work or work on non-agriculture to make up the income loss 

due to land acquisition. Meanwhile, the Subproject will provide priorities of project 

employment to APs 

According to state, Anhui province and Wuwei county land acquisition and 

resettlement policies and consultation with affected village/ groups and APs, the land 

acquisition compensation will be calculated according to the determined land acquisition 

compensation standards and the amount of land loss, and will be paid to the AHs directly.  

For APs with a cultivated land less than 0.3 mu per capita, they could choose 

endowment insurance voluntarily. And if they chose endowment insurance, the land 

acquisition compensation will be used as follows: 66.23% (i.e. 20400Yuan/mu) of land 

acquisition compensation shall be paid to APs directly in cash and the rest 33.77% (i.e. 

10400Yuan/mu) shall be used for endowment insurance of landless farmers, which will be 

transferred to the exclusive financial account in a unified way. APs shall receive a pension 

no less than 80 Yuan per capita- month when attaining the age of 55 years for women or 

60 years for men. 

5.3 Housing Demolition and Relocation  

The Subproject will affect 10 households with 37 persons, and 1760 m
2
 will be 

demolished.  

In November, 2011, WUCDI conducted investigation and consultation to the 10 AHs 

to learn about their resettlement wills, and formulated the corresponding resettlement 

policies and measures according to their opinions and requirements.  

The investigation showed: 1) AHs advocate that village groups redistribute the house 

plots to them and they will rebuild the houses by themselves, and the Contractor can help 

AHs conduct Three supplies and One Levelling, and AHs insisting on this option account 

for 80% of total AHs; 2) combining the new countryside development plan, the 

resettlement houses in unified manner will built and provide to AHs, and AHs choosing 

this option account for 10%; 3) the rest chose the cash compensation and then they will 

buy houses according to their wills. Concerning the willingness of most of AHs and 

communication and consultation with APs made so far, WUCDI thought that to redistribute 

house plots to APs in affected village groups is the measure consistent with the wishes of 

AHs and the most applicable resettlement option.  

The housing demolition will be carried out cash compensation according to 

replacement price, and the village groups will re-plan house plots in unused land and 

barren land for AHs. The standard of house plot is not exceeding 140 m
2
 for every 

household. Consulted with Zhangmiao Village and village groups, the Village Committee 

will distribute the house plots to AHs in unified manner, and the AHs will build their houses 

by themselves according to new countryside development plan. The house-building funds 
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can be used with house demolition fee. The Contractor will help AHs conduct Three 

Supplies and One Levelling for house plots, and the expenses will be included in project 

cost. The AHs that do not want to be distributed with collective planned lands will be 

provided with housing and house plots compensation according to replacement price and 

will be relocated per their own willingness. Temporary buildings will be compensated in 

cash according to related standards.  

5.4 Training of APs 

In order to ensure the APs change the traditional employment concept, establish 

correct professional awareness and grasp necessary labor technology and skills, the 

project unit will arrange a special fund to conduct livelihood training for APs. The Wuwei 

PMO will cooperate with the labour and social security departments to conduct training, 

which includes agricultural technology training, employment pre-post training and 

vocational skill training. The main content of the agricultural technology training is the 

growing of the vegetables and flowers and plants, the main content of the employment 

pre-post training concerns about the national employment situation, employment policies, 

labour rights protection and professional ethics training; vocational skill training will be 

held irregularly according to the position requirements, which mainly is non-agricultural 

technology training, such as garment processing, etc. 

According to investigation and analysis, the APs in the area of the Subproject all can 

join the free technical and employment training provided by Wuwei PMO. The training 

contents include various agricultural technology training and non-agricultural vocational 

skills, etc. See the Table 5-2 and 5-3 for detail. The training planning will be published in 

the affected village and groups and organized and leaded by the Labour and Social 

Security Bureau of county and township and Wuwei PMO. The fee of the training will be 

paid from the training budget of government budgetary funds.  
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Table 5-2 Agricultural technology training scheme in the area affected by the project 

County  Township Training Time Training Objects 

Training 

Numbers 

(person-times) 

Training Content  Accountability Unit 

Funds 

Allocation 

(Ten 

Thousand 

Yuan)  

Source of 

Funding 

Wuwei County Fudu Town 
March 2013, 

September 2013 
APs 100 

Agricultural 

technology training 

Fudu Town Labor 

Security Firm  
1.0 

Government 

budgetary 

funds  

Table 5-3 Employment training plan schedule in the area affected by the project 

County  Township Training Time 
Training 

Objects 

Training 

Numbers 

(person-times) 

Training Content  Accountability Unit 

Funds 

Allocation 

(Ten 

Thousand 

Yuan)  

Source of 

Funding 

Wuwei County Fudu Town 

December 2012, 

June 2013 

December 2013 

Household 

affected 
100 

Clothing production 

training 

Fudu Town Labor 

Security Firm 
1.0 

Government 

budgetary 

funds  

December 2012, 

June 2013 

December 2013 

Household 

affected 
100 

Construction material 

operation, construction 

employment training 

Fudu Town 1.0 

Government 

budgetary 

funds  

Other irregular training Fudu Town 1.0 
Government 

budgetary 

funds  
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5.5 Women Rights Protection 

At the RP preparation stage, women in the subproject area took an active part in the 

impact survey, and were consulted about ideas on income restoration programs. Women 

support the Subproject, and think the Subproject will promote the utilization of water 

resources, avoid water pollution, reduce the incidence of infectious diseases and protect 

people‘s health. In addition, they expect job opportunities from the Subproject, and 

training on apparel making skills. 

During project implementation, at least 30% of women will obtain unskilled jobs. In 

addition, women will receive equal pay for equal work like men do. However, employment 

of child labor is prohibited. Priority will be given to female labor in terms of skills training so 

as to ensure that their economic status and income. 300 person-times of APs will be 

trained, in which not less than 150 person-times (50%) will be provided to female labor. 

Women will receive relevant information during resettlement, and are able to participate in 

resettlement consultation. A compensation agreement must be signed by the couple. 

During resettlement implementation, a FGD for women will be held to introduce the 

resettlement policies. 

5.6 Assistance Measures of the Vulnerable Group 

According to the investigation, the main vulnerable groups of the project are 

low-incomes groups and the disabled. And 29 households and 34 people are belonging to 

the vulnerable group. In the entire process of resettlement, the Wuwei PMO, WUDIC and 

local government will pay special attention to the resettlement of the vulnerable groups. 

Besides the living arrangement and production arrangement of the disadvantaged or 

vulnerable groups according to the project implementation planning, they will be provided 

some help to improve their production and living conditions. The main measures are as 

follows:  

 Assistance measure for low-incomes group 

1) Two family members of every family will acquire the technology training 

opportunities, in which there is at least 1 female who shall get the employment opportunity 

in priority at the same time, for example, outdoor work of the project construction.  

 2) The local government pays the old-age pension.  

 Five-guarantees assisting measures 

According to related policies, five-guarantee households should be provided with 

corresponding subsidies.  

5.7 Rehabilitation Programmed of the Infrastructure 

Affected special facilities and ground attachments will be restored by proprietors after 

receiving compensation from the owner of the Subproject. 

Restoration measures for demolished facilities must be planned in advance, and 

suited to local conditions so as to be safe, efficient, timely and accurate, with minimum 

adverse impact on nearby residents. Affected public facilities will be demolished according 
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to the construction drawings without affecting project construction and with minimum 

amount of relocation. Affected pipelines will be rebuilt before demolition (or relocated) 

without affecting regular lives of residents along such pipelines (including those not to be 

relocated) 
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6 Resettlement Organization 

6.1 Resettlement Implementation Management Authority  

6.1.1 Organization setup 

In order to ensure successful resettlement as desired, a systematic organizational 

structure must be established during project implementation in order to plan, coordinate 

and monitor resettlement activities. Since July 2011, the resettlement agencies of the 

Subproject have been established successively, and their responsibilities defined clearly. 

The agencies responsible for resettlement in the Subproject mainly include:  

 Chao Lake Management Authority(CLMA) 

 The Work Group of ADB Loan Project of Wuwei People‘s Government   

 The Work Group Office of ADB Loan Project of Wuwei People‘s Government 

(Wuwei PMO) 

 Wuwei Urban and Rural Development & Investment Co., Ltd (WUDIC) 

 Wuwei Land and Resources Bureau 

 Fudu Town 

 Affected Village/Groups  

 Project Design agency 

 External M&E agency 

 Other agencies: women‘s federation, labor and social security bureau 
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Figure 6-1 Organization Chart 

6.1.2 The Responsibilities of Organizations  

 CLMA  

Be responsible for ADB loan of the decision of the Project and the leading job of the 

project construction; be responsible for communication between project implementing 

agencies and ADB. 

 The Work Group of Asian Bank Loan Project of Wuwei People’s 

Government   

Leading the decision-making and construction of the Subproject 

 Wuwei PMO  

(1) Be responsible for the communication with the Work Group Office of Asian Bank 

Loan Project of Wuwei People‘s Government and CLMA.  

(2) Be responsible for the related plans of the resettlement and the reports which shall 

be agreed and approval of the related departments of the State, Anhui Province, Hefei 

City and Chou City.  

(3) Be responsible for the check and guidance of the project construction unit.  

 WUDCI 

CLMA 

The Work Group of ADB Loan Project of Wuwei People‘s 
Government 

 

Wuwei PMO 

 

External M&E agency 

WUCDI Wuwei Land and Resources Bureau 

 

Fudu Town of Wuwei County 

Zhangmiao administrative village 

Ren village, Pengchang and Zhanglao village groups 

AHs 
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(1) Entrust the resettlement advisory body to conduct the preparation work of the 

resettlement 

(2)  Be responsible for the cooperation with consulting company and other 

organization in the preparation period.  

(3) Coordinate the implementation schedule of the project construction and 

resettlement planning.  

(4) Report the resettlement funds planning to the Finance Department of Wuwei and 

supervise and urge the payment of the fund.   

(5) Coordinate the work of the organizations related with resettlement.  

(6) Be responsible for the collection of the resettlement fund 

(7) Be responsible for the appropriation of the resettlement fund 

(8) Be responsible for the construction of the resettlement of the project  

(9) Be responsible for the following and supervision of the appropriation of the 

resettlement funds of the project  

(10) Be responsible for complaint and grievance of the resettlement in the process of 

the resettlement  

 (11) Be responsible for cooperation with the external monitoring organization of 

resettlement  

(12) Be responsible for both collection and reporting of internal monitoring data 

(13) Be responsible for management of the resettlement files of the project  

(14) Train the person in charge of the resettlement of subprojects.  

 Wuwei Land and Resources Bureau 

(1) Be responsible for the application of land-use planning permits and land-use 

construction permits to the related departments  

(2) Coordinate with the related departments to formulate the various policies of 

resettlement planning  

(3) Be fully responsible for the affairs of the requisition of land  

 Fudu Town 

(1) Participating in the DMS; 

(2) Participating in the calculation of compensation fees for AHs; 

(3) Disbursing compensation fees to APs; 

(4) Reviewing the list of receivers of compensation fees drafted by the rural 

collective economic organization; 
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(5) Handling grievances and appeals of APs arising from resettlement; 

(6) Giving employment skills training to APs; 

(7) Implementing employment measures for APs 

 Affected Village /groups 

(1) Participating in the DMS; 

(2) Participating in the calculation of compensation fees for AHs; 

(3) Drafting the list of receivers of compensation fees; 

(4) Supervising the disbursement of compensation fees to APs; 

(5) Handling grievances and appeals of APs arising from resettlement; 

(6) Giving employment skills training to APs; 

(7) Implementing employment measures for APs 

 Project Design agency 

At the planning and design stage, it will survey the physical indicators of land 

acquisition and house demolition, the environmental capacity, the usable resources, etc. 

accurately, and assist the governments in the subproject area in formulating resettlement 

programs, preparing budgetary investment estimates for compensation for land 

acquisition and house demolition, and drawing the relevant drawings. 

At the implementation stage, it will submit the design documents, technical 

specifications, drawings and notices to the owner timely, make design disclosure to the 

PMOs of all levels, assist in the implementation of the relocation and resettlement for 

production of the APs, and improve the resettlement programs based on the practical 

situation. 

 External M&E agency 

The CLMA will employ a qualified M&E agency as the external resettlement M&E 

agency. Its main responsibilities are: 

(1) Observing all aspects of resettlement planning and implementation as an 

independent M&E agency, monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of 

resettlement and the social adaptability of the APs as set out in this RP,  

(2) Submitting resettlement M&E reports to the CLMA and ADB; and 

(3) Providing technical advice to the CLMA in data collection and processing. 

6.2 Personnel Allocation and Facility Layout 

6.2.1 Staffing  

In order to ensure the successful implementation of the resettlement work, all 

resettlement agencies of the Subproject have been provided with full-time staff, and a 
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smooth channel of communication has been established. The Wuwei PMO has a 

workforce of 12, of which 5 persons are responsible for resettlement. The resettlement 

staff has strong organizing and coordinating capabilities, and rich experience in 

resettlement, and is competent for the resettlement work. 

6.2.2 Equipment 

The resettlement agencies at all levels of the Subproject have been provided basic 

office, transport and communication equipment, including desks and chairs, PCs, printers, 

telephones, facsimile machines and vehicles. See Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1 Equipment of Resettlement Agencies 

No

. 
Working Organization  

Comput

er  
camera 

working 

car 
office 

（set） （set） （unit） 
（square 

meter） 

1 The Leading Group of ADB Loan Project of 

People Government of Wuwei County   
3 2 1 50 

2 Wuwei PMO  3 1 1 80 

3 WUCDI 2 2 1 100 

4 Wuwei Land and Resources Bureau 2 1 1 60 

5 Fudu Town 2 1 1 50 

6 Zhangmiao Village Committee 1 1 1 30 

6.2.3 Institution Training Planning  

In order to better implementation of Resettlement Plan, ensure the affected persons 

are benefit from the project, meet the general planning of the work progress, Wuwei PMO 

will adopt the following measures to strengthen the ability of the organizations and 

improve the efficiency.  

1) Leader responsibility system: leaders of be assigned responsibility of the 

governments of all areas take the lead, the related department leaders of the government 

consist of strong and powerful collective leadership.  

2) Allocate high-quality staff: all the levels arrange the staff of the organizations that 

shall have fairly strong global concept, policy level, professional competence, especially 

the mass work experience.  

3) Specify responsibilities: specify the responsibilities of the arrangement offices at all 

levels according to the requirement of the Asian Bank and related laws and regulations of 

the state.  

4) Arrange personnel training: train the resettlement personnel on resettlement 

policies, information management irregularly according to the requirement of the 

resettlement.  

5) Give a full play to the monitoring roles of the people and public opinion: all the 

information of the resettlement shall be open in the masses and social and accept the 

supervision of the masses and public opinion at all times.   
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6) Irregularly convene resettlement briefing and issue to every area in the form of 

brief report.  

7) The Wuwei PMO allocates necessary vehicle and related office facilities for the 

resettlement organization at all levels to meet the working requirement.  

See Table 6-2 for the future organization strengthening and training planning  

Table 6-2 Business Training Planning Schedule of Resettlement Organization 

No.  

Training institutions 

who is responsible 

for  

Training Content  Training Target 

Training 

Planned 

Time  

Cost  

(ten 

thousan

d Yuan) A B C D 

1 Wuwei PMO 

Study and investigate 

the resettlement 

experience of Asian 

Bank Project in other 

provinces 

Collection Office of Key 

Engineering 

Construction 

Administration in 

Wuwei County 

2011-2013 3 

2 
External M&E 

agency 

Resettlement Policy of 

Asian Development 

Bank  

Staff of PMO of Wuwei 

County 
Dec. 2012 

2 

3 
External M&E 

agency 

Add the latest 

changes of the 

requisition of land 

policy  

Staff of PMO of Wuwei 

County 
Jan. 2013 

2 

4 Wuwei PMO 

resettlement 

experience and 

lessons of the other 

places 

Staff of Key 

Engineering 

Construction 

Administration in 

Wuwei County and 

Fudu Town 

resettlement office 

Mar. 2013 

2 

5 Wuwei PMO 
computer operation 

and data processing 

Staff of Fudu Town and 

Zhangmiao Village 

Resettlement Office 

Apr. 2013 

2 

6 
External M&E 

agency and WUCDI 

resettlement 

procedure and policy 

of Asian Development 

Bank loan project 

Fudu Town 

resettlement office, 

Zhangmiao Village 

resettlement group 

Dec. 2012 

3 

7 
External M&E 

agency and WUCDI 

resettlement  policy 

and practice 

Fudu Town 

resettlement office, 

Zhangmiao Village 

resettlement group 

Dec. 2012 

2 

8 Wuwei PMO 

International 

experience 

investigation of 

resettlement  

Collection Office of Key 

Engineering 

Construction 

Administration in 

Wuwei County 

2012-2014 

2 
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7 Public Participation, Grievance and Appeals 

7.1 Public Participation 

In order to lay a solid foundation for the resettlement work of the Subproject, protect 

the lawful rights and interests of the APs and entities, and reduce grievances and disputes, 

great importance is attached to the participation of and consultation with the APs at the 

preparation and implementation stages. 

7.1.1 The Participation during the Period of Project Preparation  

Since August, 2011, Hefei Engineering Exploration Design Institute, WUCDI, and 

Hefei Design Institute of Coal Industry have already conducted a series of socioeconomic 

surveys and public consultation (30% of the women take part in) under the guidance of the 

technical assistance advisory consultant. During the project preparation, the Wuwei PMO, 

WUDIC and design institute conducted the extensive consultation on the requisition of 

land and resettlement. See Table 7-1 for the detailed participated activities during the 

project preparation. See Appendix 2 for the meeting summary of the public participation; 

See Appendix 4 for the content of resettlement information booklet which had been issued 

in April, 2012. 

Table 7-1 Resettlement Information Disclosure and Main Activities of Consultation 

No. Time 

The Content of 

Public 

Participation 

and 

Consultation 

Participant 

Number of 

Participant 

(person) 

Organizer 

1 2011.8 
Project design 

scheme 

Anhui Engineering Exploration and Design 

Institute, Wuwei PMO,WUCDI, all the 

villages and groups and representatives of 

affected persons. 

10 WUCDI 

2 2011.9 

The optimizing 

of project 

design scheme 

A Anhui Engineering Exploration and 

Design Institute, Wuwei PMO,WUCDI, all 

the villages and groups and representatives 

of affected persons. 

10 

WUCDI 

3 2011.10 

Initial 

resettlement 

survey 

Anhui Engineering Exploration and Design 

Institute, Wuwei PMO,WUCDI, all the 

villages and groups and representatives of 

affected persons. 

12 

WUCDI 

4 2011.10 
Project social 

value appraisal 

Anhui Engineering Exploration and Design 

Institute, Wuwei PMO,WUCDI, all the 

villages and groups and representatives of 

affected persons. 

20 

WUCDI 

5 2012.1-2 

Resettlement 

method and 

willing 

Anhui Engineering Exploration and Design 

Institute, Wuwei PMO,WUCDI, all the 

villages and groups and representatives of 

affected persons. 

20 

WUCDI 

6 2012.2 
Resettlement 

policy 

Wuwei PMO,WUCDI, all the villages and 

groups and representatives of affected 

persons. 

15 

WUCDI 
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7.1.2 Participation Plan during Subproject Implementation 

With the progress of project preparation and implementation, the implementing 

agency will conduct further public participation. See Table 7-2. 

Table 7-1 Public Participation Plan 

Purpose Mode Time Agencies Participants Topics 

Land 

acquisition 

announcement 

Village 

bulletin 

board, 

village 

meeting 

July. 2012 

Wuwei PMO, 

WUCDI, land and 

resources bureau, 

township and 

village officials 

All APs 

Disclosure of land 

acquisition area, 

compensation rates and 

resettlement modes, etc. 

Announcement 

of 

compensation 

and 

resettlement 

options for land 

acquisition 

Village 

bulletin 

board, 

village 

meeting 

Aug. 2012 

Wuwei PMO, 

WUCDI, land and 

resources bureau, 

township and 

village officials 

All APs 
Compensation fees and 

mode of payment 

Verification of 

DMS results 
Field survey 

Aug~ Sep 

2012 

Wuwei PMO, 

WUCDI, land and 

resources bureau, 

township and 

village officials 

All APs 

1) Finding out anything 

omitted to determine the 

final impacts 

2) List of lost land and 

assets of APs 

3) Preparing basic 

compensation agreements 

Determination 

of income 

restoration 

programs 

Village 

meeting 

(many 

times) 

Before 

implement 

-tation 

Wuwei PMO, 

WUCDI, land and 

resources bureau, 

township and 

village officials 

All APs 

Discussing the final income 

restoration program and the 

program for use of 

compensation fees 

Training 

program for 

APs 

Village 

meeting 

Dec 2012 

~ June 

2014 

Labor and social 

security bureau, 

township and 

village officials 

All APs Discussing training needs 

Monitoring 
Villager 

participation 

Jan 

2013.~Jan 

2015 

Township and 

village officials 
All APs 

1) Resettlement progress 

and impacts 

2) Payment of 

compensation 

3) Information disclosure 

4) Livelihood restoration 

and house reconstruction 

 

7.2 Grievances and Appeals 

Since public participation is encouraged during the preparation and implementation of 

the RP, no substantial dispute will arise. However, unforeseeable circumstances may 

arise during this process. In order to address issues effectively, and ensure the successful 

implementation of project construction and land acquisition, a transparent and effective 
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grievance redress mechanism has been established. The basic grievance redress system 

is as follows: 

Stage 1: If any right of any AP is infringed on in any aspect of land acquisition or 

resettlement, he/she can report this to the Village Committee. The Village Committee or 

the AP may resort to the township government to solve the issue. The township 

government shall record such appeal and solve it together with the Village Committee or 

the AP within 2 weeks. 

Stage 2: If the appellant is dissatisfied with the disposition of Stage 1, he/she may file 

an appeal to WUCDI within one month after receiving such disposition, which shall make a 

disposition within 3 weeks. 

Stage 3: If the appellant is dissatisfied with the disposition of Stage 2, he/she may file 

an appeal to the Wuwei PMO within one month after receiving such disposition, which 

shall make a disposition within 4 weeks. 

Stage 4: If the appellant is still dissatisfied with the disposition of Stage 3, he/she may 

file an appeal to competent administrative authorities level by level in accordance with the 

Administrative Procedure Law of the PRC for arbitration after receiving such disposition. 

Stage 4: If the grievant person is still dissatisfied with the arbitration award of Stage 4, 

he/she may file an action in a civil court in accordance with the Civil Procedure Law of the 

PRC after receiving the arbitration award. 

All agencies will accept grievances and appeals from the APs for free, and costs so 

reasonably incurred will be disbursed from the contingencies. During the whole 

construction period of the Subproject, these appeal procedures will remain effective to 

ensure that the APs can use them to address relevant issues. The above grievance 

redress system will be communicated to the APs at a meeting or through the RIB, so that 

the APs know their right of appeal. In addition, the appeal process will be published to 

affected population on mass media. 

The resettlement agencies have appointed persons to collect and accept grievances 

and appeals of the APs. See Table 7-3. 

Table 7-3 Appeal Accepting Agencies and Staff 

No. Resettlement office Contact Tel 

1 WUDCI Deng xiaobing 0565—6311124 

2 
Project Resettlement Implementation and 

Execution Organization 
Civil servants/staff 0565—6335052 

3 Office for Letters and Visits of Wuwei Civil servants/staff 0565—6314894 

APs can also submit complaints to ADB which will be handled by the Project Team. If 

an AP is still not satisfied and believes they have been harmed due to non-compliance 

with ADB policy, they may submit a complaint to ADB‘s Office of Special Project Facility or 

Office of Compliance Review in accordance with ADB‘s Accountability Mechanism
⑤

 

                                                        
⑤  For further information see: http://www.adb.org/Accountability-Mechanism/default.asp. 

http://www.adb.org/Accountability-Mechanism/default.asp
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AP also could appeal the complaints to civil courts at any stage of the LAR process 

directly if he or she does not want to proceed through the project GRM. 

All grievances and complaints (oral or written) will be reported to the ADB in internal 

and external monitoring report. 
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8 Resettlement Budget 

8.1 Resettlement Budget  

All costs incurred during land acquisition and resettlement will be included in the 

general budget of the Subproject. Based on prices in October 2011, the resettlement 

costs of the Subproject are 5.3253 million Yuan including rural collective land acquisition  

of 1.5552 million Yuan, accounting for 29.20%; rural housing demolition fees of 1.0501 

million Yuan, accounting for 19.72%. See Table 8-1 for resettlement budgets.  

Table 8-1 Resettlement Budget 

No.  item 
（Ten Thousand 

Yuan ） 
proportion（%） 

1 Collective land acquisition 155.52 29.20 

1.1 Land compensation expenses  49  

1.2 Resettlement subsidy  105  

1.3 Young crops compensation fees 1.52  

2 Temporary land occupation  113.27 21.27 

2.1 Temporary land occupation  12.05  

2.2 Land re-cultivation expenses 101.22  

3 Rural housing demolition 105.01 19.72 

3.1 Housing compensation amount 100.32  

3.2 Other compensation expenses 4.69  

4 Ground attachment  2.49 0.47 

Total of 1-4 items 376.29 70.66 

    

5 Land collection management expenses 15.05  

6 
Exploration and design and research 

expenses 
11.28  

7 Administrative expenses 18.81  

8 Technical training expenses 11.28  

9 External monitoring and assessing expenses  15.05  

10 Vulnerable group subsidy  3.76  

11 Contingencies 37.63  

12 Cultivated land occupation tax 33.25  

13 Land acquisition cultivation expenses 10.13  

Total of 5-13 items 156.24 29.34 

Total costs 532.53 100.00 

8.2 Resettlement Investment Schedule and Funding sources 

All the resettlement funds are domestic counterpart funds and domestic loan. Before 

engineering construction or in the process of construction, in order to avoid the impacts 

the production and living conditions of the landless farmers, the investment plan shall be 

carried out in stage, see Table 8-2 for details.  

Table 8-2 Project Resettlement Investment Planning 

Year  2012 2013 Total 

Amount invested（ten 

thousand Yuan） 
471.18 52.35 532.53 

Percentage 90% 10% 100% 
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8.3 Resettlement Funds Management and Payment 

8.3.1 The Resettlement Funds Payment 

The payment of the resettlement funds of the Subproject will adhere to the following 

principles:  

All the expenses related with the land acquisition and resettlement will be included in 

the project costs. WUDIC will disburse the compensation according to compensation 

standard as stipulated. The compensation funds will be directly paid to the related 

functional departments of the government under administration through special account, 

and then distributed to every village/group to be discretionary distribution. The land 

compensation fees will be paid before land acquisition and/or resettlement.  

8.3.2 Management and Monitoring of Resettlement Funds 

The payment of the resettlement fund must strictly conduct according to the related 

national regulation of acquisition of land and the policies in the Resettlement Plan, which 

shall not be lower or less than the compensation standard and scope confirmed in the 

resettlement planning.  

WUDIC will be responsible for the examination of the payment statements which shall 

be signed and accepted by the main directors of Wuwei PMO 

Land compensation fees, ground attachment compensation fees will be approved by 

Wuwei County Government Office.  

Wuwei PMO will appoint special advisory organization to conduct regular internal 

verification of the usage of resettlement fund of Resettlement Office.  

The Wuwei Financial and Audit Department is entitled to the monitoring and auditing 

of the usage of special fund.  

The external monitoring agency of resettlement shall carry out the special tracking 

monitoring on the arrangement of the compensation fund of AHs in the process of the 

external monitoring.  
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9 Resettlement Implementation Plan 

9.1 Resettlement Implementation Principle 

According to the plan arrangement of the project implementation schedule, the 

project will be entirely finished from 2013 to 2015. In order to connect the resettlement 

schedule planning and project construction planning, the acquisition of land will start from 

December 2012 and ended in April, 2013. The implemented basic principles of the 

resettlement are: 

 The completion time of the requisition of land shall be finished 3 months in 
advance before the construction of the project. The detailed start time shall 
be confirmed according to the working requirement of requisition of land and 
resettlement.  

 In the process of resettlement, the affected persons shall have the 
opportunity to take part in the project. Before the construction of the project, 
the area of the collected land shall be announced in public. The resettlement 
information booklets shall be issued. And it shall conduct the related work of 
public participation.  

 All the compensation shall be fully paid to the owners of the properties within 
three months since the date of the approval of requisition of land 
compensation and resettlement scheme. Any unit and individual shall not 
represent them to use the property compensation fees and shall not be 
deducted in the issuance for any reasons.  

9.2 Implementation Timetable of Resettlement Engineering 

The general resettlement schedule of the Subproject has been drafted based on the 

progress of project construction, land acquisition, and resettlement preparation and 

implementation. The exact implementation schedule may be adjusted due to deviations in 

overall project progress. Refer to Table 9-1 for the implementation timetable of 

resettlement. 
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Table 9-1 Timetable of Resettlement Activities 

No. Resettlement Tasks  Object  Responsible Department Time  remark  

1 Information disclosure 

1.1 Information booklet 3 groups of 1 village, Wuwei PMO, WUCDI April 2012. completed 

1.2 
upload the resettlement plan on the website of 

Asian Development Bank 
 CLMA, ADB and WUCDI June 2012   

2 Resettlement plan and budget 

2.1 Approve resettlement plan and budget (including 

compensation standard) 
5.3253 million Yuan Government and WUCDI June 2012   

2.2 Village-level income restoration programs 3 groups of 1 village, village committee August 2012   

2.3 Update resettlement plan according to the detailed 

design 
/ WUCDI and Wuwei PMO October 2012   

3 Detailed measurement investigation 

3.1 Measure the collective land in details in zhangmiao 

Village 
3 groups of 1 village, WUCDI August 2012   

4 compensation agreement 

4.1 Land compensation agreement of village  3 groups of 1 village, Land and resources bureau December 2012   

5 livelihoods recovery measure implementation  

5.1 Land compensation to the affected household and 

land adjustment (if possible) 
3 groups of 1 village, Township and village collective  Jan~ Mar 2013   

5.2 Implement recovery planning of village 3 groups of 1 village, village collective  Jan~ Mar 2013  

5.3 
The advice of income recovery and work  25 AHs 

Township, village collective，Labor 

Bureau 
August 2012.-Jan 2013  

5.4 Implement livelihood training planning  25 AHs Labor and social security bureau October 2012 – Dec. 2013   

5.5 Confirming vulnerable group, implement supporting 

measures 
9 persons 

Civil Affairs Bureau and project 

office  
March 2013  

5.6 
In the project construction, hire persons involved 20 APs 

Wuwei PMO, labor and social 

security bureau, and contractor 
April 2013~Dec 2014  

6 Capacity building 

6.1 Train related persons of Chaohu WUCDI and land 

department 
15 persons  ADB/PPTA consultant Feb.-April. 2012  
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No. Resettlement Tasks  Object  Responsible Department Time  remark  

6.2 Train related persons of county, township and village   35 persons  PMO, and land and resources bureau  April. – September. 2012  

7 Monitoring and assessment  

7.1 Baseline survey As per the RP External M&E agency Nov. 2012   

7.2 
Establishment of internal M&E mechanism As per the RP 

Wuwei PMO and implementing 

agency 
July, 2012   

7.3 Appointing an external M&E agency One CLMA Oct 2012   

7.4 
Internal monitoring reporting Semiannual report 

CLMA, Wuwei PMO and 

implementing agency 
From Aug. 2012  

7.5 
External monitoring report  semi-annual report  External M&E agency 

Jan. 2013 1
st
 report  

Jul. 2013 2
nd 

report 

7.6 
External assessment report annual report  External M&E agency 

Jan. 2014 1
st
 report  

Jan. 2015 2
nd 

report 

7.7 Post-evaluation report One report Post evaluation agency and CLMA Jul. 2015   

8 Public consultation and documentation Implementing agency Ongoing  

9 Grievance redress and documentation Implementing agency Ongoing  

10  Land Compensation and resettlement fund procedure  

10.1 -Disbursement to implementing agency Initial funds  October ~Nov. 2012   

10.2 -Disbursement to villages Most funds Implementing agency December. 2012   

10.3 
-Disbursement to households Most funds 

Implementing agency and village 

committees 
Mar 2013   

11 Commencement of civil construction 

11.1 Comprehensive treatment project of water environment (Xihe Wuwei reach) of 

Wucheng, Wuwei. 
WCDIC. Apr 2013   
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10 Monitoring and Evaluation 

In order to ensure the successful implementation of the RP and realize the objectives 

of resettlement properly, land acquisition, house demolition and resettlement activities of 

the Subproject will be subject to periodic M&E according to ADB‘s resettlement policies, 

including internal and external monitoring. 

10.1 Internal Monitoring  

The CLMA, Wuwei PMO, WUDCI with resettlement IA will develop a detailed internal 

monitoring plan for land acquisition and resettlement, including: 

(1) Relocation of APs, allocation of housing sites and house reconstruction, etc.; 

(2) Payment, use and availability of compensation fees for land acquisition, and 

implementation progress and quality of production and development options of APs; 

(3) Investigation, coordination of and suggestion on key issues of the resettlement 

and implementing agencies during land acquisition, house demolition and resettlement; 

(4) Restoration of the household income of APs; 

(5) Special support for vulnerable groups; 

(6) Payment, use and availability of compensation fees for resettlement; 

(7) Level of public participation and consultation during land acquisition, house 

demolition and resettlement; 

(8) Resettlement training and its effectiveness; and 

(9) Working mechanism, training, working hours and efficiency of local resettlement 

offices 

The CLMA will submit an internal monitoring report to ADB semiannually. Such report 

should indicate the statistics of the past 6 months in tables, and reflect the progress of 

land acquisition, resettlement and use of compensation fees through comparison. 

Table 10-1 and 10-2 provides some formats.  

Table 10-1 land acquisition and resettlement Progress Report 

       District（County）________Town________ 

Expiration date：       Y     M     D 

Date of filing：       Y     M     D 

Project Unit RP  DMS Actual 

complet

ed 

amount 

Accumulati

ve total 

Completed 

proportion 

Permanent requisition of land Mu      

House demolition ㎡      

Land compensation fees 

payment   

Ten 

thousan

d Yuan 

     

Training staff  Person       
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       District（County）________Town________ 

job placement  Person       

   Reporter：            Signature（person in charge）：          Official seal： 

Table 10-2 Implementation Scheduling of Funds Usage 

       District（County）________Town________ 

Expiration date：       Y     M     D 

Date of filing：       Y     M     D 

Affected unit 
Descriptio

n⑥ 

Unit 

/quantity 
（￥） （￥） 

Compe

nsation 
percent 

Village 1       

Village 2       

Collective       

AHs       

Unit        

Reporter：            Signature（person in charge）：          Official seal： 

 

10.2 External Monitoring 

According to ADB‘s policies, the CLMA will employ a qualified, independent and 

experienced resettlement agency as the independent resettlement M&E agency. 

The external M&E agency will conduct follow-up M&E of resettlement activities 

periodically, monitor resettlement progress, quality and funding, and give advice. It shall 

also conduct follow-up monitoring of the APs‘ production level and living standard, and 

submit M&E reports to the CLMA and ADB. 

10.2.1 Scope and Methodology of External Monitoring 

(1) Baseline survey 

The external M&E agency will conduct a baseline survey of the affected villages and 

village groups affected by land acquisition to obtain baseline data on the monitored 

displaced households‘ production level and living standard. The production level and living 

standard survey will be conducted semi-annually to track variations of the APs‘ production 

level and living standard. This survey will be conducted using such methods as panel 

survey (sample size: 20% of the households affected by land acquisition, to be sampled 

randomly), random interview and field observation to acquire necessary information. A 

subsequent analysis and an evaluation of income restoration and living standards will be 

made on the basis of the Baseline Survey Report. 

(2) Periodic M&E 

During the implementation of the RP, the external M&E agency will conduct periodic 

follow-up resettlement monitoring semi-annually of the following activities by means of 

field observation, panel survey and random interview: 

 Payment and amount of compensation fees; 

                                                        
⑥

 ―Description‖ will be filled in the building village-level road (quantity), labour training and 

employment, assistance of vulnerable groups, etc.  
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 Training; 

 Support for vulnerable groups; 

 Restoration and rebuilding of infrastructure and special facilities; 

 Production resettlement and restoration; 

 Compensation for lost properties; 

 Compensation for lost working hours; 

 Transition subsidy; 

 Timetables of the above activities (applicable at any time); 

 Resettlement organization/performance-capacity issues; 

 Use of compensation fees for collective land and income of APs; 

 Income growth of labor through employment; and 

 If APs have benefited from the Subproject 

(3) Public consultation and participation 

The external M&E agency will attend public consultation meetings held during 

resettlement implementation to evaluate the effectiveness of public participation. 

(4) Grievance redress 

The external M&E agency will visit the affected villages and groups periodically, and 

inquire the Wuwei PMO, district and sub-district resettlement offices and implementing 

agencies that accept grievances about to assess how grievances have been handled. It 

will also meet complainants and propose corrective measures and advice for existing 

issues so as to resolve problems quickly and make the resettlement process more 

effectively. 

10.2.2 External Monitoring Reporting 

A routine monitoring report shall at least include the followings: (I) monitoring 

objects of the report; (II) the progress of the resettlement; (III) main findings; (IV) main 

existing problems; (V) basic appraisal, comments and suggestions. The external 

monitoring report should include the indicators detailed in Table 10-3. 

Table 10-3 key indicators to be monitored 

Resettlement impacts and implementation 

/ item 
Planned 

(RRP) 

Updated 

(RP) 
Actual 

Completed 

in current 

period 

Completed 

in total 

Cumulative 

completion  

1 

Permanent 

Land 

Acquisition 

Area 

(mu) 

     

 

AH 

     
 

AP 

     
 

2 
House 

demolition 

Area (㎡) 
      

AH 
      

AP 
      

3 
resettlement 

compensation (CNY)       

AP‘s incomes and expenditures 

 
Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 

 

1 
Average annual  income per 

capita (Yuan/person)      
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Resettlement impacts and implementation 

/ item 
Planned 

(RRP) 

Updated 

(RP) 
Actual 

Completed 

in current 

period 

Completed 

in total 

Cumulative 

completion  

2 
Average annual expenditure per 

capita(Yuan/person)      

 

The external M&E agency will submit a monitoring or evaluation report to ADB and 

the CLMA semiannually. See Table 10-4 for the schedule for report submission. 

Table 10-4 Resettlement M&E Agenda 

 Report Date 

1 Socioeconomic Baseline Survey Oct. 2012 

2 Monitoring Report No.1 Jan. 2013 

3 Monitoring Report No.2 Jul. 2013 

4 Evaluation Report No.1 Jan. 2014 

5 Evaluation Report No.2 Jan. 2015 

10.3 Resettlement Post-evaluation 

After project implementation, the theory and methodology of post-evaluation will be 

applied to evaluate the Subproject‘s resettlement activities on the basis of M&E to obtain 

successful experience and lessons in land acquisition and property demotion as a 

reference for future work. The post-evaluation agency will be entrusted to prepare terms 

of reference for post-evaluation, establish a system of evaluation indicators, conduct 

socioeconomic analysis and survey, and prepare the Resettlement Post-evaluation 

Report of the Subproject for submission to the CLMA and ADB. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Project Schematic and Location Diagram 

 

1) Project Schematic 
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2) Land to be acquired 

 

3) House to be demolished 
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Appendix 2 Public Participation and Minutes of Meeting 

Time  Oct. 14, 2011 

Address  Zhangmiao Neighborhood Committee 

Organizer Fudu Town, Investigation group of Hefei Design and Research Institute of Coal Industry 

Participants 
Hefei Design and Research Institute of Coal Industry,WUCDI, Wuwei City Fudu Town Government, Zhangmiao Village Committee, representatives of 

villager groups, affected population, women representatives, representatives of vulnerable groups 

Participated theme Policy advocacy and degree of satisfaction, resettlement working conditions 

Main content and 

results 

For now, the pollution of Wuwei reach of Xihe River is fairly serious; especially the water quality of Wuwei reach is worse and worse which seriously 

impact the living and production of people. People fully agree the cleaning of the river mouth which will be reformed as wetland to improve the water 

quality of river and express that it will reduce the pollution to the surrounding water in the later living.  

Time Oct. 14, 2011  

Address Development and Reform Commission of Wuwei City 

Organizer Development and Reform Commission of Wuwei City，Investigation group of Hefei Design and Research Institute of Coal Industry 

Participants Hefei Design and Research Institute of Coal Industry, WUCDI, affected population, Wuwei Land and Resources Bureau, Human Resources and Social 

Security Bureau of Agricultural, Social Security, Poverty Relief, Women's Federation, Civil Administration and any other related departments, Wuwei 

Women's Federation, Wuwei Poverty Relief Development Office, Wuwei Federation for the Disabled 

Participated theme know about the related information of Land, Agricultural, Social Security, Poverty Relief, Women's Federation, Civil Administration, etc.  

Main content and 

results 

Wuwei Land and Resources, Agricultural, Social Security, Poverty Relief, Women's Federation, Civil Administration and Human Resources and Social 

Security Bureau, Wuwei Women's Federation, Wuwei Poverty Relief Development Office, Wuwei Federation for the Disabled and any other department 

attach importance to the work of landless farmers and formulate a series of complete compensation standards and social elder security system.  
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Group Discussion 

 

Appendix 3 Gender Analytical Statements in Project Area 

A— Gender Analytical Statements of Country Women in Project Area 

1 legal rights and interests 

of women 
Male have the same legal rights and interests.  

2 social status of women 

If the women statuses are fairly good in the project area, the important matters of the family are decided by the husband and wife by negotiation. 

Men are the backbone of the family and attend the main conferences in the village. But the women have the impacts on the decision made in the 

conferences.  
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A— Gender Analytical Statements of Country Women in Project Area 

3 rights and interests of 

land and property  

The women have the same rights. The project area is the same with other areas of China. Since household contract responsibility system in 1982, 

when the women are married, their lands will be left in the home of mother and only share the land owned by the husband‘s home. But if the 

affected village has conducted the second land contract (around 1999), the situation has been corrected. If it involves the requisition 0f land and 

resettlement, the women enjoy the same compensation rights and interests.  

4 collective property right  The women have the equal right.  

5 Living and gender roles 

No limit of gender roles. But in the countries, women mainly are engaged in housework and other agricultural production work if their abilities allow. 

Men almost are engaged in the agricultural production and resettlement works. Generally, the working time of the women is 1.2 times of men. At 

the same time, many young women also are the resettlement workers.  

6 the contribution to the 

family income 
The incomes of the women mainly are from agriculture and family sideline production which take up about 25% of the family income. 

7 family status The women have the equal right of speak. When the men are away from the family to work, the women themselves decide many matters.  

8 educational level The education opportunity of girl and boy is equal. If the children study hard, parents always try their best to support the children to go to school.  

9 physical condition 
The women physical conditions are good. Compared with men, there are no obvious nutritional differences; but the proportion of medical cost is 

rising in the household expenditure. And the burden of the women may possibly be heavier.  

10 village and government 

organization 

In the villager committee, there are representatives of women. At the same time, in the villages and groups, the women have good informal 

network. Women can take part in the general elections of Village Committee and have the right to vote and the right to be elected; the local 

governments attach importance to the development of women, especially the poverty relief.  

general assessment and 

main risks 

If the women statuses are fairly good in the project area, there is no limit of gender roles; though women hardly attend the decision of the common 

matters of village collective, that can express their opinions through many ways (such as the male members).  

B— Gender Analysis of Women in Resettlements 

Gender Problem Stake/risk  Project impacts  Alleviating measures  

1 land property and 

compensation rights 

The women will be deprived 

the land or property or the right 

of compensation 

The women have the same right of requisition of land, 

resettlement, compensation with men; the project will not have 

obvious disadvantaged impacts on women.  

(1) Cash compensation or improve 

the quality of remained land and 

adjust the planting structure 

2 the production and incomes 

restoration after requisition of 

land  

The women are affected more 

seriously and obtain less 

assistance.  

All the affected households only lose part land. Therefore, the 

affected households only lose part income. The usage of the 

compensation funds are decided by the affected households. Only 

the households which are affected seriously need to change the 

source of income. Besides cash compensation, the project will help 

the affected households to restore the incomes through auxiliary 

measures (employment, technical training and following support 

during the period of construction) 

(1) the women will get the land 

expropriation compensation fees; (2) 

Among the people of technical 

training, the women shall at least 

take up 50%; (3) In the period of 

project construction, the women can 

get at least 30% of the non-technical 

work 
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A— Gender Analytical Statements of Country Women in Project Area 

 

3 add gender inequality 

The resettlement makes the 

burden of women heavier or 

less opportunity of women.  

It will not cause gender inequality. For most families, the impacts of 

resettlement are not serious. The lost land and sufficient 

compensation will help the women to change the planting 

structure(such as planting more cash crops), which will add the 

incomes of women 

Be monitored  

4 committee network system the social network is damaged 
The project will not have serious impacts on the community 

network.  
No impacts 

5 Impact health/add social 

problem) 

The health problems or social 

problems (violence, the spread 

of HIV, etc.)are seriously 

caused by the pressure of 

resettlement  

The project will not have serious impacts on village. But some 

households which are affected seriously and vulnerable groups 

meet difficulties.  

 

Provide assistance with Civil 

Administration Department 
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Appendix 4 Resettlement Information Booklet 

 

 

 

 

 

Wuwei County Wucheng Water Environment (Wuwei 

Section of Xi River) Integrated Improvement 

Subproject 

 

Resettlement Information Booklet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wuwei People’s Government ADB Loan Project 

Working Group 

May, 2012 

 

ADB-financed Anhui Chao Lake 

Environmental Rehabilitation Project 
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1 Project Overview 

Since 1990, Chaohu Lake has absorbed nutrient substances in huge quantities, 

which leads to the generation of seasonal algae bloom, and caused severe damages to 

drinking water and has reduced fish resources. Due to relatively poor and imperfect 

infrastructure and imperfect environmental management, the untreated or partially treated 

sewage has been directly discharged into the surrounding rivers and streams of Chaohu 

River Reach, leading to the worsening of water quality, which has greatly impaired its 

function of water supply, fishery centre and main city entertainment.  

To prevent the water quality from deteriorating and meet the requirements of public 

health and sustainable development of economy, the Asian Development Bank plans to 

provide 250 million US dollars for the People‘s Republic of China for the comprehensive 

treatment of Anhui Chao Lake Environmental Rehabilitation Project. Wuwei County 

Wucheng Water Environment (Wuwei Section of Xi River) Integrated Improvement 

Subproject is one of Anhui Chao Lake Environmental Rehabilitation Project funded by 

Asian Development Bank. 

The main construction content of the Subproject is the construction of wastewater 

treatment plant in the east of Wuwei city, which is proposed to be constructed in 

Zhangmiao Village of Fudu Town of Wuwei County.  

According to the preliminary impact identification, the project will involve in land 

acquisition and temporary land occupation. The identification of resettlement impacts by 

wastewater treatment plant and sewage network can be referred to Table 1 for details.  

The preparation of the resettlement plan is based on feasibility study report. In case 

of any change of project design and consequent significant change of resettlement during 

preliminary design phase or project implementation, the RP will be updated accordingly. 

Table 1 Contents of the Supproject and identification of resettlement impacts 

N

o. 

Project 

contents 

Specific 

constructio

n contents 

Length 
Land 

Occupation 
Specific location( or tend) 

Main resettlement 

impact 

11 

Wuwei 

wastewat

er 

treatment 

plant 

Wastewate

r treatment 

plant 

/ 50 mu 
Zhangmiao Village of Fudu 

Town, of Wuwei county  

17 households with 

81 persons in 3 

village groups in 

Zhangmiao Village 

will be affected 

sewage 

network 
45.3km / 

Sewage network is mainly 

distributed in south of the 

city and east of the city, 

paved along Yadi Av., 

Dongmenwai street, Fudu 

road and Fudong road.  

Paved along the road 

completed and use 

pipe-jacking 

construction method, 

without the 

resettlement impacts 

The total investment of the project will be RMB 115,098,200 Yuan. The preliminary 

planning of construction funds will be from the following sources, namely, the Asian 

Development Bank and collection of project entity. The total cost estimate of land 

acquisition and resettlement will be RMB 5,325,300 Yuan, accounting for 4.55% of the 
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total project investment, which will be totally domestic funds. The total construction period 

will be 2 years. As per the project implementation plan, the implementation plan of 

resettlement will begin in December 2012 and be completed in April 2013. 

2 Project Impact 

The resettlement impacts of the Subproject are mainly land acquisition, housing 

demolition and resettlement. The impacts of land acquisition of the Subproject  involves 3 

village groups ( Ren Village group, Peng Village group and Zhanglao Village group) of 

Zhangmiao Village of Fudu Town of Wuwei county, the total of 50 mu  collective land will 

be acquired permanently, including 19 mu cultivated land, 21 Mu unused land and 10 mu 

barren beaches, affecting 17 households with 81 persons. A total of 1408 ㎡ residential 

housing and  352 ㎡  non-residential housing, simple temporary building, will be 

demolished, affecting 10 households with 37 persons. The Subproject will occupy 120.5 

Mu land temporarily by sewage network construction, which are all existing road, and no 

resettlement will be in involved. The expenses recovering road surface and pavement of 

sewage network construction will be included in the Subproject cost.  

 

Table 2 Permanent collective land acquisition 

Town 

Adminis

trative 

village 

village 

group 

Land acquisition (Mu) Affected Population  

Subtotal Dry land 
Unused 

land  

Barren 

beaches 
AHs APs 

Fudu 
Zhang

miao  

Ren 

village 
13.77 5.88 6.54 1.35 6 28 

Peng 

village 
16.87 5.33 6.14 5.40 6 26 

Zhanglao 

village 
19.36 7.79 8.32 3.25 5 27 

Total 50 19 21 10 17 81 

Proportion 100% 38.0% 42.0% 20.0% / / 

Table 3 Resident housing demolition 

Village Group 
APs 

Brick and concrete 

structure 

Simple 

structure 
Subtotal 

Household Person m
2
 m

2
 m

2
 

Zhangmia

o 

Ren village 2 5 415 90 505 

Pengchang 3 8 401 75 476 

Zhanglao 5 24 592 187 779 

Subtotal 10 37 1408 352 1760 

3 Legal Framework and Policy 

3.1 Laws and regulations and policies of resettlement basis 

The relocation and resettlement program is mainly based on relevant laws and 

regulations and policies of the Asian Development Bank and the People‘s Republic of 

China:  
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1）ADB policies 

 Policy Statement of Safety Security, June 2009 

2）Chinese laws and regulations and policies  

 Land Management Law of the People’s Republic of China (implemented from 
January 1

st
, 1999, revised on August 28

th
, 2004)  

 Measures for Announcement of Land Expropriation (No.10 decree of the Ministry 
of Land and Resources) (January 1

st
, 2002)  

 Notice on Strengthening Reform to Strict Land Management Promulgated by the 
State Council (GF [2004] No. 28).  

 Guidelines on Perfection of Land Acquisition Compensation System (GTZF 
[2004] No. 238) 

 Measures for Construction Project Land Pre-trial Management (No. 27 decree of 
the Ministry of Land and Resources)(November 1

st
, 2004) 

 Notice on Farmer Employment Training and Social Security Promulgated by the 
General Office of the State Council to the Ministry of Human Resources and 
Social Security of the People’s Republic of China (No. GBF [2006]29) (April 10

th
, 

2006) 

 Notice of the State Council on the Relevant Issues about Intensifying the Land 
Control (GF[2006] No. 31) (August 31

st
, 2006) 

 Notice of the State Council on the Relevant Issues about Intensifying the Land 
Control (GF[2006] No. 31) (August 31

st
, 2006) 

3）Relevant policies of Anhui Province and local authorities 

 Notice of Anhui Provincial People’s Government on Implementation of Land 
Acquisition Compensation, Resettlement and Maintenance  of Farmers’ Lawful 
Rights  

 Implementing Regulations on Farmland Reclamation Fees Levying and 

Treatment Management (CZ ［2001］No.1061) 

 Guidelines of Anhui Provincial People’s Government on Land-expropriated 
Farmers’ Employment and Social Security (YZ[2005] No. 63) 

 Procedures of Anhui Province on the Implementation of Land Administration Law 
of the People’s Republic of China (revision) (July 1

st
, 2004) 

 Measures for Compensation Settlement of Land Acquisition (YZB[2004] No. 101) 
(January 1

st
, 2005) 

 Notice of Anhui Provincial People’s Government on Announcement of 
Compensation Standards for Land Acquisition (YZ[2009]  No.132)(December 
31

st
, 2009) 

 Notice of General Office of the People’s Government of Anhui Province by the 
General Office of the State Council and the Ministry of Human Resources and 
Social Security of the People’s Republic of China on the Guidelines of 
Land-expropriated Farmers’ Employment Training and Social Security (YZB 
[2006] No. 38) (May 30

th
, 2006) 

 Notice of Anhui Provincial People’s Government on Printing and Distribution of 
Measures for Management of Land-expropriated Compensation Reserve (YZB 
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〔2010〕No. 22) (May 4
th
, 2010) 

 Interim Procedures on Endowment Insurance of Chaohu Land-expropriated 

Farmers (CZ 〔2007〕No. 47) 

 People‘s Government of Wuwei County: Notice on printing and issuing 
Compensation Standard to Housing, Other Attachment and Young Crops on the 
Land Acquired in Wuwei County (CZM[2010] No. 149) 

 

3.2 Compensation Cut-Off Date  

The cut-off date for the eligibility for compensation was 30 April 2012. Any newly 

claimed land, newly built house or settlement in the subproject area by the APs after this 

date will not be entitled to compensation or subsidization. Any building constructed or tree 

planted purely for extra compensation will not be counted in.  

3.3 Determination of Compensation Standard for Resettlement Involved in the 

Subproject  

 Collective Land Acquisition Compensation Standard 

According to the Land Administration Law of the People‘s Republic of China, the 

guidelines about improving land acquisition relocation system and the policies and 

regulations relevant to the Land Administration Law of the People‘s Republic of China 

implemented in Anhui Province, the compensation fees of the confiscated farmland 

include land compensation fee, relocation allowance and young crops compensation fees 

and etc. For the details of collective land acquisition compensation standards of this 

project, see Table 4. 

Table 4 Collective land acquisition compensation standards of this project 

Uniform 

annual 

production 

value 

standard  

(Yuan/mu) 

Agricultural land  Land for construction and unused land 

Land 

compensati

on multiples  

Relocation 

allowance 

multiples 

Land 

acquisition 

compensati

on standard 

(Yuan/mu) 

Land 

compensati

on multiples 

Relocation 

allowance 

multiples 

Land 

acquisition 

compensati

on standard 

(Yuan/mu) 

1400 7 15 30800 5 6 15400 

The compensation standard of the young crops in the confiscated farmland varies according to the 

using situation of the land. For the details, please refer to CZM(2010)149 

 

The young crop compensation fee standard of the cultivated land acquired is 800 

Yuan/mu. 

 Housing Demolition Compensation Standard 

According to the related regulations, based on the actual price analysis of main 

categories of the housing affected and the compensation standard in the past similar 

projects, the compensation standard of various housing is determined according to the 

replacement price of the housing, referring to table 5 for details. The resettlement 
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households will be provided with house plots and the locations of house plots will be 

determined by the villagers and APs. If necessary, Three Supplies One Leveling
⑦

 of 

house plots will be processed by Contractor and the costs will be included in Subproject 

costs.  

Table 5 Rural housing demoltion compensation standard 

category Structure category Unit 

Wuwei 

county note 

Unit( Yuan) 

Housing 

compensatio

n amount 

Brick-mixed ㎡ 650  

Simple ㎡ 250  

Other 

compensatio

n amount 

Housing moving 

transportation expenses 
Yuan/household 200  

Non-housing Yuan/㎡ month 2.5  

Living subsidy expenses 

in transition period 
Yuan/㎡ month 2 

Calculated according to 

resettlement main house 

area, not exceeding 18 

months 

The temporary building will be compensated according to replacement price and the 

compensation standard is 237.5 Yuan/m
2
 

4 Resettlement Organization 

In order to ensure successful resettlement as desired, a systematic organizational 

structure must be established during project implementation in order to plan, coordinate 

and monitor resettlement activities.  

The agencies responsible for resettlement in the Subproject mainly include:  

 Chao Lake Management Authority(CLMA) 

 The Work Group of Asian Bank Loan Project of Wuwei People‘s Government   

 The Work Group Office of Asian Bank Loan Project of Wuwei People‘s 

Government (Wuwei PMO) 

 Wuwei Urban and Rural Development & Investment Co., Ltd (WUDIC) 

 Wuwei Land and Resources Bureau 

 Fudu Town 

 Affected Village/Groups  

 Project Design agency 

 External M&E agency 

 Other agencies: women‘s federation, labor and social security bureau 

                                                        
⑦ supply of water, electricity and road and leveled ground 

http://dict.cn/supply
http://dict.cn/of
http://dict.cn/electricity
http://dict.cn/and
http://dict.cn/road
http://dict.cn/and
http://dict.cn/leveled
http://dict.cn/ground
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Figure 1 Organization Chart 

5 Grievances and Appeals 

In order to address issues effectively, and ensure the successful implementation of 

project construction and land acquisition, a transparent and effective grievance redress 

mechanism has been established. The basic grievance redress system is as follows: 

Stage 1: If any right of any AP is infringed on in any aspect of land acquisition or 

resettlement, he/she can report this to the Village Committee. The Village Committee or 

the AP may resort to the township government to solve the issue. The township 

government shall record such appeal and solve it together with the Village Committee or 

the AP within 2 weeks. 

Stage 2: If the appellant is dissatisfied with the disposition of Stage 1, he/she may file 

an appeal to WUCDI within one month after receiving such disposition, which shall make a 

disposition within 3 weeks. 

Stage 3: If the appellant is dissatisfied with the disposition of Stage 2, he/she may file 

an appeal to the Wuwei PMO within one month after receiving such disposition, which 

shall make a disposition within 4 weeks. 

Stage 4: If the appellant is still dissatisfied with the disposition of Stage 3, he/she may 

file an appeal to competent administrative authorities level by level in accordance with the 

Administrative Procedure Law of the PRC for arbitration after receiving such disposition. 

CLMA 

The Work Group of Asian Bank Loan Project of Wuwei 
People‘s Government 

 

Wuwei PMO 

 

External M&E agnecy 

WUCDI Wuwei Land and Resources Bureau 

 

Fudu Town of Wuwei County 

Zhangmiao administrative village 

Ren village, Pengchang and Zhanglao village groups 

AHs 
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Stage 4: If the grievant person is still dissatisfied with the arbitration award of Stage 4, 

he/she may file an action in a civil court in accordance with the Civil Procedure Law of the 

PRC after receiving the arbitration award. 

All agencies will accept grievances and appeals from the APs for free, and costs so 

reasonably incurred will be disbursed from the contingencies. During the whole 

construction period of the Subproject, these appeal procedures will remain effective to 

ensure that the APs can use them to address relevant issues. The above grievance 

redress system will be communicated to the APs at a meeting or through the RIB, so that 

the APs know their right of appeal. In addition, the appeal process will be published to 

affected population on mass media. 

APs can also submit complaints to ADB which will be handled by the Project Team. If 

an AP is still not satisfied and believes they have been harmed due to non-compliance 

with ADB policy, they may submit a complaint to ADB‘s Office of Special Project Facility or 

Office of Compliance Review in accordance with ADB‘s Accountability Mechanism
⑧

 

AP also could appeal the complaints to civil courts at any stage of the LAR process 

directly if he or she does not want to proceed through the project GRM. 

All grievances and complaints (oral or written) will be reported to the ADB in internal 

and external monitoring report. 

The resettlement agencies have appointed persons to collect and accept grievances 

and appeals of the APs. See Table 6. 

Table 6 Appeal Accepting Agencies and Staff 

No. Resettlement office Contact Tel 

1 WUDCI Deng xiaobing 0565—6311124 

2 
Project Resettlement Implementation and 

Execution Organization 
Civil servants/staff 0565—6335052 

3 Office for Letters and Visits of Wuwei Civil servants/staff 0565—6314894 

6 Resettlement Implementation Plan 

The general resettlement schedule of the Subproject has been drafted based on the 

progress of project construction, land acquisition, and resettlement preparation and 

implementation. The exact implementation schedule may be adjusted due to deviations in 

overall project progress. See table 7 for the implementation timetable of resettlement.  

Table 7 Timetable of Resettlement Activities 

No. Resettlement Tasks  Object  
Responsible 

Department 
Time  remark  

1 Information disclosure 

1.1 Information booklet 
3 groups of 1 

village, 

Wuwei PMO, 

WUCDI 
April 2012.   

1.2 upload the resettlement plan  CLMA, ADB and June 2012   

                                                        
⑧  For further information see: http://www.adb.org/Accountability-Mechanism/default.asp. 

http://www.adb.org/Accountability-Mechanism/default.asp
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No. Resettlement Tasks  Object  
Responsible 

Department 
Time  remark  

on the website of Asian 

Development Bank 

WUCDI 

2 Resettlement plan and budget 

2.1 Approve resettlement plan 

and budget (including 

compensation standard) 

5.3253 million 

Yuan 

Government and 

WUCDI 
June 2012   

2.2 Village-level income 

restoration programs 

3 groups of 1 

village, 
village committee August 2012   

2.3 Update resettlement plan 

according to the detailed 

design 

/ 
WUCDI and Wuwei 

PMO 
October 2012   

3 Detailed measurement investigation 

3.1 Measure the collective land in 

details in Hexixu VIllage 

3 groups of 1 

village, 
WUCDI August 2012   

4 compensation agreement 

4.1 Land compensation 

agreement of village  

3 groups of 1 

village, 

Land and resources 

bureau 

December 

2012 
  

5 livelihoods recovery measure implementation  

5.1 Land compensation to the 

affected household and land 

adjustment (if possible) 

3 groups of 1 

village, 

Township and 

village collective  
Jan~ Mar 2012   

5.2 Implement recovery planning 

of village 

3 groups of 1 

village, 
village collective  Jan~ Mar 2012  

5.3 
The advice of income 

recovery and work  
25 AHs 

Township, village 

collective ， Labor 

Bureau 

August 

2012.-Jan 2013 
 

5.4 Implement livelihood training 

planning  
25 AHs 

Labor and social 

security bureau 

October 2012 – 

Dec. 2013 
  

5.5 Confirming vulnerable group, 

implement supporting 

measures 

9 persons 
Civil Affairs Bureau 

and project office  
March 2013  

5.6 

In the project construction, 

hire persons involved 
20 APs 

Wuwei PMO, labor 

and social security 

bureau, and 

contractor 

April 2013~Dec 

2014 
 

6 Capacity building 

6.1 Train related persons of 

Chaohu WUCDI and land 

department 

15 persons  
ADB/PPTA 

consultant 
Feb.-April. 2012  

6.2 
Train related persons of county, 

township and village   
35 persons  

PMO, and land and 

resources bureau 

 April. – 

September. 

2012 

 

7 Monitoring and assessment  

7.1 
Baseline survey As per the RP 

External M&E 

agency 
Nov. 2012   

7.2 
Establishment of internal 

M&E mechanism 
As per the RP 

Wuwei PMO and 

implementing 

agency 

July. 30, 2012   

7.3 Appointing an external M&E 

agency 
One CLMA Oct 2012   

7.4 

Internal monitoring reporting 
Semiannual 

report 

CLMA, Wuwei PMO 

and implementing 

agency 

From August. 

2012 
 

7.5 External monitoring report  semi-annual External M&E Jan. 2013 1
st
 report  
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No. Resettlement Tasks  Object  
Responsible 

Department 
Time  remark  

report  agency Jul. 2013 2
nd 

report 

7.6 
External assessment report annual report  

External M&E 

agency 

Jan. 2014 1
st
 report  

Jan. 2015 2
nd 

report 

7.7 
Post-evaluation report One report 

Post evaluation 

agency and CLMA 
Jul. 2015   

8 
Public consultation and documentation 

Implementing 

agency 
Ongoing  

9 
Grievance redress and documentation 

Implementing 

agency 
Ongoing  

10  Land Compensation and resettlement fund procedure  

10.1 -Disbursement to 

implementing agency 
Initial funds  

October ~Nov. 

2012 
  

10.2 
-Disbursement to villages Most funds 

Implementing 

agency 

December. 

2012 
  

10.3 
-Disbursement to 

households 
Most funds 

Implementing 

agency and village 

committees 

Mar 2013   

11 Commencement of civil construction 

11.1 Comprehensive treatment project of water 

environment (Xihe Wuwei reach) of Wucheng, 

Wuwei. 

WCDIC. Apr 2013   

 

 




